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SOME NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

Matrices are denoted by capital letters. vectors by small letters

e.
1

I

o

(A). .
1,]

(x)i

(AI :AZ)'

the vector (0 ••••• 0.1.0••••• 0)
..- i---+

: the unit matrix

the matrix resp. vector whose elements are zeroes

the (i.j)-th element of the matrix A

the (i)-th element of the vector x

AT the transposed matrix of A

A-I inverse of A; defined only if A is a square regular matrix

A+ pseudo inverse of A; it is the unique matrix satisfying

AA+A A. A+AA+ A+. (A+A/ = A+A. (AA+)T = AA+

rCA) rank of A

11.11 submultiplicative (Le. IIABII,,; IIAIIIIBII) matrix norm or vector

norm

II xII"" max
i

1(x)·1
1

II All
""

II Ax liz
max ""'IT"'"""'lT"

xl'O "X"z

II Axil
max li"'X"iF = max n: 1 (A). . I }
xl'O co i j 1. J

IIAI~ ( L
i.j

(A) ~ .)!
1.J
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C(A) condition number of A defined by C(A) = IIAIIIIA+II

the matrix defined by (IAI)· . = I (A) .. 1.
~,J ~,J

A matrix A is said to have

diagonal- form

* * o
tridiagonaZ form

upper trianguZar form

unit upper trianguZar form

upper trapezoidaZ form

A matrix A is said to be an

if A=

if A=

if A=

if A=

*

orthogonaZ matrix

permutation matrix

(orthogonaZJ projeator

eZementary transformation

matrix

10

if A can be transformed into I by row inter

changes,

if A2 = A and A = AT

if A = I + ~e.e~ for some non-zero scalar ~
~ J

and some pair (i,j) with i ~ j; ~ is called

a multiplier; if I~I $ 1 then A is said to

be a stabiZized elementary transformation

matrix.



If for some matrices M and R we have MA = R. then this is called a

faatorization of A; if H is a square regular matrix. then MA = R is called

a deaomposition of A.

lR denotes the set of reals.

Mk •1 denotes the set of k x 1 matrices.

M~ 1 denotes the set of k x 1 matrices with rank equal to r •
•

Y f(x) or f(.) denotes the function f.Ix

In this thesis algorithms are defined using the algorithmic language Algol

60. However. the neater Algol 68 construct

~ <boolean expression> ~ <statement>

is used instead of the Algol 60 equivalent

~ dummy := 0 while <boolean expression> do <statement>.

In any chapter theorems. lemma's and definitions are numbered 1.2•••••

If we refer to theorem 4 (say) in some chapter. this means theorem 4 of the

same chapter. If we refer to theorem 0.4 (say). this means theorem 4 of

chapter O.

Other notations are clarified in the text.

II



O. INTRODUCTION

0.1. Problem statement

Let F be an arbitrary field. For any pair of natural numbers (k,R.)we denote

by Mk R.(F) the set of k x R. matrices with elements from F.,
Given a pair of natural numbers (p,q) and an impuLse response sequence

{s. Is. 10 M (F)}~ I '
1 1 p,q 1=

we consider the problem to determine a natural number n and a triple

(A,B,cIAEM (F),BEM (F),CEM (F»
n,n n,q p,n n

such that

S.
1

(i 1,2, ••• )

and

n is minimaL

This problem is referred to as the (complete) minimal realization problem.

If it admits a solution, the sequence {s.}~ I is said to be realizable; the
1 1.=

solution is called a (complete) minimal realization triple of order ~

In this thesis we shall assume that p = q = I and that F = JR. We investi

gate the numerical stability of existing and new algorithms with which a

minimal realization triple may be found in a recursive way.

0.2. Problem history

0.2. L

The problem is classical in the form p = q

which it occurs in literature are

I and F = lR. Two variants in

T i-I 00

{c A b}i=I' to determine the eigen-given the sequence {s.}~ I
1 1.=

values of A,

(ii) given the Taylor expansion at the origin of a rational function f(z),

(i)

to determine the poles of f(z).

For a detailed survey on these variants, we refer to the excellent articles

of Henrici and Parlett, [7,8] and' [18]. We shall briefly review the main points.
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The poles of the rational function

(I) T -If(z)=c(I-zA) b

are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of A. At the origin fez) has the

Taylor expansion

(2) f (z) L
i=1

i-I
z L

i=1

i-IS.z
~

This shows the equivalence of the variants (i) and (ii).

If A has a single dominant eigenvalue AI' then (Konig [14, 1884])

(3)
s

l ' k+1
~m-- =

k+a> sk

One of the commonest methods for computing AI' the so-called power method,

is based on this result.

In 1892 Hadamard [5] solved the general problem to determine all eigen

values of A with the aid of Hankel determinants as defined by

sR. sR.+k-1

HR. := I, HR. := det (R. 1,2, ••• ;k= 1»2, ••• ).
0 k

sR.+k_1 sR.+2k-2

He found that if fez) has n poles A~I satisfying IA I I > ••• > IAnl > L> 0,

it holds that

for all k S n with C a non-zero constant independent of R.. Hence, if R. is
R.

large enough, we have Hk # 0 for all k S n. This shows that the k-th eigen-

value of A satisfies

(5)

14



In 1931 Aitken [2] proved that

Using this relation the Hankel determinants can be evaluated recursively

provided that each Hankel determinant of order less than n+1 is unequal to

zero. This may be done either by using (6) in the form

.Q.+I
HI< - (H~/

(.Q. 2,3, .• Ij k 1.2.3•••• ) •

starting out with H~ and H~ (.Q. = 1.2.3•••• ). or by using (6) in the form

a.Q.+1
~K-I +

.Q.-I
HI<

2.3 .... ; k 1.2.... ) •

, 'hI d 2 ( )start~ng out w~t HI< an Hk k = 0.1 •••••

The first method is numerically unstable (both terms in the numerator tend

to the same limit); the second method has the disadvantage that ~ and ~
are non-trivial determinants.

In 1954 Rutishauser [20] showed how the eigenvalues may also be computed by

defining

(7) 1.2•••• ; k = 1.2 •••• )

and the auxiliary quantities

(8) 1,2, ••• ; k = 1,2, ••• ) •

He shows that

(9)
.Q. .Q. .Q.+I .Q.+I

(.Q. 1,2, ••• ; 1.2.3.... )qk + ek qk + e
k

_
1 k

and

(10)
.Q.+I .Q.+I .Q. .Q.

(.Q. 1,2, ••• ; k·0.1.2.... )qk ek qk+1 e
k .

IS



· ~ ~ ~ ~Slnce the eO are known and the qJ can easily be found. all ek and qk can be

computed by using (9) and (10) in the form

(~ 1.2 •••• ; k = 1.2•••• ) •

which is a numerically unstable method (since e~

at the right-hand side tend to the same limit).
I I ~

However. when the ek and qk are known. all ek and

by using (9) and (10) in the form

HI ~
ql - ql and the terms

~
qk can also be computed

1.2.... ; k 1.2.... ) •

the so-called Q-D (quotient-difference) algorithm.

In 1958 Henrici [7J showed that the matrix A is similar to the tridiagonal

matrices J i where J i = LiRi (i = 1.2•••• ) and

0
i 0ql

i i
e l q2

L. and R.
1 1

0 i
0 i

en-I qn

In fact, as Henrici points out. J
I

is the matrix that is obtained by apply

ing the Lanczos algorithm to A. Furthermore. if thereafter the LR-algorithm

is applied to J I in order to compute the eigenvalues of A. the produced Li

and R! are identical to the L. and R. defined above (i = 1.2 •••• ).
111

Since A is similar to the J i (i = 1.2•••• ). the Q-D algorithm provides a

method (although numerically unstable) to find the matrix A of a minimal

realization triple (A.b.c) in tridiagonal form in about 2n2 operations
n

(counting multiplications and divisions). We believe that this result is

unknown.
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The Pade Approximation problem [17] is a third classical variant of the

realization problem.

Let fez) have the Taylor expansion (2). Let Rt/k denote the class of ratio

nal functions that are ratio's of polynomials in z with degrees (at most)

t and k.

The Pade Approximation problem is to determine for various values of k and

t. a member Ptk of Rt/k whose Taylor expansion coincides with (2) as far as

the term in zt+k

Let us consider pairs (k.t) such that k ~ t.

If

then { }kH+I has the realization triplesi i=1

0 I 00

(II) ( 0 • (SI.···.sk)T.el~ •

0 I
-bk -b l

This triple is minimal. whenever Ptk (z) is unique. If t ~ k - I and k - n.

then Ptk(z) = fez) and (II) is a complete minimal realization triple of

{s.}~ I (compare Kalman [12]. Silverman [24]).
1. 1.=

Consequently. a minimal realization of {s.}~ I can be given if P (z) is
1. 1.- nn

known. There are a number of methods known in the literature to compute

Pnn(z) recursively. We shall mention one method that is essentially con

tained in Henrici [7] and Handscomb [6]. To the Taylor expansion (2) there

corresponds at most one continued fraction of the form

(12)

so that the Taylor expansion at the origin of the m-th convergent agrees

with (2) up to and including the term in zm (m = 1.2•••• ).

17



If (IZ) exists then we have

c J = sl' c Zi = -q~ (i = I.Z•••• ). cZi+1 = -e~ (i = I.Z •••• )

(see Perron [19J); it also holds that the Pade Approximants

are the successive convergents of the continued fraction (IZ) (this method

may be applied if all Hankel determinants ~ (k S n) are not zero; the

method is numerically unstable).

o.Z.Z.
Since the 1960's the realization problem 0.1 has received a great deal of

consideration in mathematical system theory. Particularly the names of

Kalman. Ho. Youla. Silverman and Rissanen should be mentioned. There the

problem may arise as follows.

A constant. linear. discrete-time system is a (physical) entity that accepts

inputs and emits outputs. It is described by the (difference) equations

{

X(t+l) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
(13)

y(t) = Cx(t) •

The parameter t symbolizes the time and assumes values from

Z = { •••• -I.O.I.2•••• }.

For all t E Z. the vectors u(t). x(t) and y(t) are elements respectively

from FP• Fn and Fq• where F is a field. These vectors are called input

vector. state-vector and output-vector.

A. B and Care (constant) matrices with elements from the field F.

The equations (13) give a so-called internaZ description of the system.

Via ~-transformation it is seen that the input-output behaviour of the sys

tem is described by

(J4) y(~) = G(~)u(~)

where y(~) = -i
y(i)~ • u(~) = 2

i=-~

-i
u(i)~ (formally) and where the

transfer function G(~) is defined by

18



(15) G(~ ) L CAi-IB~-i

i=1

The equation (14) is a so-called external description of the system.

The minimal realization problem 0.1 can now be reformulated as:

given an external description of a system, to determine an internal descrip

tion such that the order of the system (the dimension of the state vector x)

is minimaL

Let at t = to an impulse be applied as input (so, if ek denotes the k-th
-t

unit vector, u(~) = ekt 0 with 1 S k s p) and let the system be relaxed at

t = to (so x(t) = 0). Then the output is y(~) = L
i=1

This is the reason that the sequence {S.}~ I is called the impulse response.
1 1=

Performing a physical experiment, one may measure the impulse response at

times to + I, to + 2, •••• Henceforth, we shall see that a complete minimal

realization triple can be found if the first 2n elements of the impulse

response are known.

The first algorithms for solving the minimal realization problem were inde

pendently proposed by Ho and Kalman [9J, Silverman [23J, and Youla and

Tissi [25J in the mid 1960's. These algorithms have in common that a minimal

realization triple is constructed from a decomposition of some Hankel block
kH-1

~,~ that is associated with {Si}i=1 :

s S
k kH-1

It is a precondition that k and ~ should be large enough. In fact, for the

realization algorithm to be possible, it is necessary and sufficient that

(16) k 2: min{t r (Ht +I, j) r(H .) for all j 2: I }
t,J

(17) ~ 2: min{t I r(Hi,t+I) = r (H. t) for all i 2: I}
1,

and that in (16) or (17) we have strict inequality (compare [24J).

19



If the impulse response {Si}:=1 is realizable, then both minima exist.

The minimum in (16) is called the observability index of the system.

The minimum in (17) is called the controllability index of the system.

In case p = q = I, the observability index and the controllability index

are both equal to the order of a minimal realization. Hence, it is then

necessary and sufficient that k 2 n, i 2 n, and that k or i is greater

than n.

More recently, a new approach to the computation of a minimal realization

was introduced by Rissanen [22J. His algorithm computes partial minimal

realizations of successively growing, finite parts of the impulse response.

The new realizations are obtained by updating the old ones (with few com

putations). Also with this algorithm it is necessary that upper bounds for

the observability index and the controllability index are a priori known,

although for another reason: the finiteness of the computational process.

In case p = q = I, it is necessary that an upper bound N for n is known.

In fact, the algorithm of Rissanen is a method for recursively decomposing

growing Hankel blocks ~ i' The decomposition of ~ i has the property that
. 1 .. 1 1'" f {}k+i-I d! lb' d f .a part~a m~n~ma rea ~zat~on 0 Si i=1 can be ~rect y 0 ta~ne rom ~t.

At the end of the computational process, k satisfies (16) with inequality

and i satisfies (17) and then - as we shall see furtheron - a partial mini

mal realization is a complete minimal realization.

In our opinion the advantage of a recursive approach is that it seems to be

more appropriate for solving the partial minimal realization problem (which

will not be discussed in this thesis) and that it is suitable for finding

approximate minimal realizations.

Predating the work of Rissanen, Massey gave an efficient recursive solution

for the case p = q = 1 [16J. He uses an algorithm, which was developed by

Berlekamp for the decoding of BCH codes [3J. This algorithm is not based on

a Hankel matrix approach. In 1974, Dickinson, Morf and Kailath gave the

generalization of the algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp to the multiple-input,

multiple-output case [4J.

20



0.3. Objectives

In case F is an infinite field. the known recursive algorithms are numer

ically unstable in the sense. that has become customary in numerical

analysis. The inexact minimal realization. as it is supplied by any of

these algorithms on a machine with finite arithmetic. might not be any

"numerical neighbour" of the exact minimal realization and might not cor

respond with any "numerical neighbour" of the given impulse response.

The notions of numerical stability and numerical rank are discussed in the

chapters I and 2. In chapter 3. we shall investigate the algorithms of

Rissanen. Massey/Berlekamp and a new algorithm. which is somewhat faster.

It will be shown that these algorithms are numerically unstable. A nu

merically stable. recursive. realization algorithm will be proposed in

chapter 4. A serious drawback of this algorithm is that it requires O(n3)

operations instead of the O(n2) operations. which for instance the algo

rithm of Rissanen needs. This. however. seems to be inevitable and is the

price to be paid for numerical stability. Finally. in chapter 5 the minimal

realization problem is considered in case one has only noisy impulse re

sponses to work on.

In this thesis we consider only single-input. single-output systems.

Although the multiple-input. multiple-output case is certainly not a triv

ial generalization. we believe that the discussion gives ample information

how to attack the general case.

0.4. Fundamental notions and theorems in linear systems theory

In this section we shall prove a number of theorems (some of which are new).

which will be useful in the following chapters.

We consider realizable impulse responses {s.}~ ) with elements s. € lR
L L- L

(i - 1.2 •••• ). We assume that at least one si # O.

The infinite matrix H defined by

(18) (H)i.j :- si+j-l • (i • 1.2 •••• ; j '" 1.2 •••• )

is called the Hanket matrix assoaiated with {s.}~ l'
L L=

21



A matrix R defined by
-l< • .t

(19) (Hk .) .. :- s.+" I (i - 1.2 ••••• k; j - 1.2 ••••• )
."'l.J 1J-

is called a finite Hankel matrix or Hankel block associated with {si}~:~-I.
Note that there are m different Hankel blocks associated with {s.}~ I'

1 1-

The following theorem can also be found in Kalman [13]. Silverman [24] and

Rissanen [22]. be it in various formulations.

Theorem I.

Let {si}~_1 be an impulse response. If

(20) (j 0.1 .... )

then there exists a vector x such that

(21 )

and

T
(x • I )Hn +l • n+j (j 0.1.2 .... )

0 I

00

(22) ( 0 • (SI.···.sn)T.el)n

0
-xI -xn

is a complete minimal realization of {s.}~ I of order n.
1 1=

Conversely. if {s.}7 I admits a complete minimal realization of order n.
1 1=

then (20) holds.

~.

The first part of the proof is not difficult and therefore omitted.

Let (A.b.c)n be a complete minimal realization of {si}~=I'

We define for k ~

(23)

22

~ :=

T k-I
c A



Because A is an (n x n) matrix. we have

Furthermore. it is readily shown that

~.~ = ~ Q~ for any pair (k.~)

(k n.n+I •••• ) •

Let Hk 1 be the submatrix of H 1 such that r(a )+ ,n n+ ,n -1<.,n
(k $ n). Then there exist numbers o]' •••• ok such that

k

+ •••

From this it follows readily that r(~.k) = r(~.n) = k.

Furthermore. we have H = R Q and H . = R Q.
k+l.n -1<+1 n k+l.n+J -1<+1 n+J

(j = 0.J.2 •••• ). Because. when j ~ o. Q and Q . have the same rank and
n n+J

Q is a submatrix of Q .• we obtain r(Hk I ) = r(a I +.) = kn n+J + .n -K+ .n J
(j = 0.1.2 •••• ).

Summarizing. we have:

r(~ k) = r(~+1 k+J') = k• •
(j = 0.1.2 •••• ) •

Applying the first part of the theorem it shows that {si}:=1 admits a min

imal realization of order k. Since k $ n and it is given that (A.b.c)n is

a minimal realization. we must have k = n.

It follows from theorem I that r(H
k

~) $ n for all k and t •
•Theorem 2 is due to Kalman [10].

Theorem 2.

Any complete minimal realization is unique up to a similarity transforma

tion: if (A.b.c)n and (A.b'~)n are both minimal realizations for {si}:=]'

then a regular matrix T exists such that

( ) (- -1 Tb T-T-A.b.c n = TAT.. c)n •

o

23



!.!22!..
Let ~. Qk and. similarly. ~ and Qk' be defined by (23) for k ~ I.

We have

Rn• ~. Rn and Qn are (n x n) matrices. Because Hn•n is an (n x n) matrix

of rank n. also Rn• Qn' Rn and Qn have rank n. So. we may define:

T := R- I R _ Q (Q )-1
n n n n

(A.b.c)n as well as (A.b,C)n are realizations of {si}:_I' Hence. we have

and therefore

Similarly. we find

b - T b •

Finally. we have

s2 ••••• sn+IJ· .· .· .
sn+1 ••• s2n

o

!!!!!!!.
From theorem 2 it follows that of any minimal realization triple (A.b.c)n

of {si}~_1 the realization matrix A has a unique characteristic polynomial.

In the following. we shall for brevity speak of the characteristic polyno

mial of {s.}':' I'
L L=

Theorem 3.

Let{s.}7 I have a minimal realization of order n.
L 1-

P(~) :- ~n + x ~n-I + ••• + XI is the characteristic polynomial of {s.}7 I
n L L-

if and only if

(j • 0.1.2•••• ) •

24



!:.22!..
(22) is a minimal realization triple of {s.}7 I; the realization matrix

~ ~=

has P(A) as its characteristic polynomial. 0

Next, we shall prove some theorems concerning finite sequences {s.}~ I'
~ ~=

Theorem 4.

(i) Let m ~ 2n.

{s.}~ 1 has a partial minimal realization of order n if and only if
~ ~=

(24) r(H ) = r(H +1 +,) = nn,n n ,n J
(j = O,I, ••• ,m-2n).

has a partial minimal realization of order n if and only if

choice of {s.}~n 1
1 1'"11I+

Let m < 2n.
m

{s.}. 1
~ ~=

for any

(ii)

r(H ) = r(H +1 ) = n •n,n n ,n

!:.22!..
(i)

(ii)

If {s.}~ 1 has a partial minimal realization of order n, then {s.}~ 1
1~ 1~

can be extended to {s.}7 1such that {s.}7 1 has a complete minimal
1 1= 1 1-

realization of order n. Applying theorem 1 we obtain (24).

On the other hand, if (24) holds, then {s.}~ 1 can be extended to
co 1 1= 00

{si}i=1 such that (20) holds. Applying theorem \ shows that {si}i_1

has a realization of order n. This realization should be minimal,

since otherwise one would have a conflict with (24).

Let {s.}~ 1 have a minimal realization of order n. Because {s.}~ has
1 1= 1 1-\

a realization of order m (if {s.}~ 1 is extended with merely zeroes,
~ 1=

then r(H ) '"' r(H 1 ,) '"' m for all j ~ 0), we have m ~ n.m,m m+ ,m+J
So we may consider the Hankel block

~I
s.n

H - ·m-n+I,n ··sm-n+1 sm

{Si}~=1 has an extension to {si};.1 such that {si}:=1 has a minimal

realization of order n. Theorem 1 shows that r(H ) = n and, hence,n,n

r(H +1 ) - m-n+ I.m-n ,n
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Let sm+1 be arbitrary. If m- n + I = n

m- n + I < nand r (H 2) = m- n + I ,m-n+ ,n
u1"",um-n+l such that

then r(H 2) =n. Ifm-n+ ,n
then there exist constants

sm-n+2
(s fsm-n+lI

U 1 + ... + Um-n+1
sm+l s sn m

r(H 2)=m-n+2.
m-n+ ,m 2n

Continuing like this, it follows that for any choice of {s.}. +1
1 1=m

This shows, as m-n+2 ~ n, that the last column of H I is linearly
m-n+ ,n

dependent on the foregoing columns of HI' However, in that casem-n+ ,n
it is possible to extend {s.}~ I such that r(H ) = r(H I +,) < n1 1= n,n n+ ,n J
for all j ~ 0, which implies that {s.}~ I should have a minimal real1 1=
ization of order less than n. So, we have

r(H )n,n

The converse is similarly proved as in case (i). o

Theorem 5.

If (A,b,c)n is a partial minimal realization of {s.}~ I' then also1 1=

(T AT-I, Tb, T-Tc)n for all regular T •

If m ~ 2n, then any partial minimal realization is unique up to a similar

ity transformation.

Proof.

Let T be a regular matrix. For all i ~ °we have

which proves the first part. The second part is proved as in theorem 2. 0

The following three theorems are stated without proof.

TheoreM 6.

Let {si}:=1 have a complete minimal realization (A,b,c)n and let {si}~=1

have a partial minimal realization (A,b'~)n' If m ~ 2n, then (A,b,c)n is

similar to (A, b,;;) • 0
n
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Theorem 7.

Let {s.}~ ! have a partial minimal realization of order n and let m > n.
1.(,1.)= ,n+ n-! . . . . IfThen P A = A XnA + ••• + Xl 1.S the character1.st1.C polynom1.a 0 a

partial minimal realization of {s.}~ I if and only if1. 1.=

(XI ••••• Xn,l) H = OTn+I,R.

Theorem 8.

(R. = 1.2.....m-n) • o

n n-ILet peA) := A + XnA + ••• + xI be the characteristic polynomial of a

partial minimal realization of {s.}~ I'1. 1.=
A minimal realization of {s.}~ I is given by (22). 01. 1.=

Theorem 9.

Let {s.}~ I have a minimal realization of order n.1. 1.=
If for some pair (k.R.) it holds that

then r(~.k) = k and n ~ k.

(H) () ( )r ~.R. = r ~+I.R. = k

and

then r(H~+I.R.+I) =R.+ I and n ~ R. + I •

(Hi) r(~ R.) < r(Hk R.+I) •
• •

then n > R..

~.

(i) Let (xl .....~ •.I)betheuniquevectorsuchthat (XI .....~.I)~+I.R.=OT.
Then (22) is a partial realization for {s.}~+R.I of order k.1. 1.=
Let k' $ k be the order of a partial minimal realization.

According to theorem 4 we must have

The last relation shows that k' = k. Hence we have r(~ k) k•
•
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(ii) Let k+1 ~ t S i+l. We consider the t-th row of Hi +1• i +l : (St ••••• St+i).

If this row is linearly dependent on the foregoing rows of Hi +l •i +l •

then. as t S i+l. the last column of ~+I.i+l: (si+I ••••• sk+i+I)T is

linearly dependent on the foregoing columns of ~+I.i+I' which is not

so.

Therefore. we must have r(Hi +
l
• i +l ) = i+l.

(iii) If n S i then we should have (theorem I) that

This is not so. consequently. we have n > i •

Theorem 10.

If {s.}~ I contains a non-zero element. then the following algorithm deter
1. 1.=

mines the order of a partial minimal realization of {s.}~ I'
1. 1."

i := I; while si = 0 ~ i := i + I;

2 k:= i;

3 while k+i < m~i! r(~+I.i+l) = k+1

4

5

6 n:= k;

~ begin k := i + I; i := i + I end

else i •= i + I ;

Proof.

After execution of lines I and 2. we have k " i and s I .. s2 ....... si_1 "0.

but si ,;. O. So

o
H ..
HI. i

Consequently. we then have

S2i_1
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If k+.t ~ m. then. obviously. (25) still holds just before line 6 is executed.

If k+.t < m. then. if r(!\+I •.t+I) =k. we have after .t := .t + I. again that (25)

holds; otherwise. if r(!\+I •.t+I) =k+ I. then we have after k := .t + I and

.t := .t + I again that (25) holds as a consequence of theorem 9 part (ii).

It is obvious that the algorithm is finite.

Consequently. we have at the end of the computational process:

for any choice of {s.}~+.t I'
~ ~-m+

Applying theorem 4. it shows that {s.}~ I has a partial minimal realization
~ ~=

of order k. 0

The first and second part of theorem 9 are new. as well as theorem 10.

The following theorem is due to Massey [16J.

Theorem II.

Let the degree q of the characteristic polynomial P (A) of {s.}~ 1 be non-m ~ ~=

zero. We have

(i) if m < 2q. then degree (P.(A» = q for m s j s 2q.
J

(ii) if m ~ 2q. then either degree (Pm+1(A» = q and Pm+1(A) P2q (A)

or degree (Pm+1(A» =m-q+l.

Proof.

The degree

If m < 2q.

of P (A) is the order of a minimal realization of {s.}~ I'm ~p

then we have for any choice of s 1••••• s2 (theorem 4)m+ q

r (H ) = r (H I ) = q •q.q q+ .q

This implies that {s.}~ I (m s j < 2q) has a minimal realization of order q.
~ ~=

If m ~ Zq. then {si}~=1 has a unique minimal realization of order q (theo

rem 5). This implies that P (A) = P2 (A).
m q

If P +I(A) P (A). then. obviously. degree (P I(A»=qandP I(A)=PZ (A).m m m+ m+ q
If Pm+I(A) + Pm(A). then we have. according to theorem 4.

r(H ) = r(H ) = qq.q q+l.m-q
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but

r(Hq+I,m+l_q) = q + 1 •

Consequently, r(H I I) = m+ I - q (theorem 9 part (ii». This implies
m+ -q,m+ -q

that degree (Pm+I(A» = m+ I-q (theorem 4). 0

Corollary.

If Pm+I(A) f Pm(A) then degree (Pm+1(A» = max{q,m-q+I}.

Theorem IZ.

If m > degree(Pm(A» ~ I, then we have k > degree(Pk(A» for all k ~ m.

Proof.

Applying the corollary of theorem II, it follows that

degree (Pm+1(A» ~ max{degree(Pm(A»,m+l-degree(Pm(A)} < m+1 •

In conclusion to this chapter we introduce norms for Hankel blocks.

Given a pair of natural numbers (k,~) one readily verifies that

Hk,~ := {Hk,~ 1 ~,~ is a Hankel block}

is a linear vector space over JR. In this vector space norms are defined by

o

o

(Z6)

and

(
kH-1 Z)~

:= L s.
i=1 1

(Z7) III Hk,~lIIoo:= max
bi~kH-1

{1s·l} •
1

Any usual matrix norm is also a norm in Hk,~'

The following relations exist between II • liZ' II • liE and III .JlIZ'

If ~ := min{k,~}, then

(Z8)

Because
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it fo llows that

(Z9) a- i IIHk tliZ $llIll tHiZ $ o.i IIHk tliZ •
• -1<., •

The following relation exis ts between 1IIl\,t11lZ and Illl\, till",,:

(30) 11Il\,tlll"" $11Il\,tIIlZ $ o.i 1IIl\,t lll"" •
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I. PRELIMINARY ON NUMERICAL STABILITY

1.1. Definition of numerical stability

A numerical problem is characterized by a set of possible inputs (the input

set), a set of possible outputs (the output set) and a mapping from the in

put set into the output set. The input set as well as the output set is a

multidimensional set of real numbers. We consider numerical problems for

which the mapping is unique, in other words, numerical problems with a

unique solution. We consider digital computers with floating point arith

metic and relative machine precision n. We always assume that n > O.

Dealing wi th a numerical prob lem and an algori thm for solving it, we shall

use the following notation:

Notation I.

V denotes the input set.

R denotes the output set.

The exact solutions are obtained by applying the mapping

f: V -.. R

The implementation of the algorithm on some machine is the mapping

H(£): V -.. R • o

Let d E V. ft(f)(d) is a function of the relative machine precision n. For

example, H(a+b) = (a+b)(1 +£1)' H(a b) = ab(1 +£2) with I£i l ,,; n for

i = 1,2. The values of £1 and £2 depend on the arithmetic of the machine and

on the values of a and b. However, it is not unrealistic to assume that

values of 1£1 1 and 1£2 1 that are greater than ~n are as frequent as values

of 1£1 1 and 1£2 1 that are smaller than ~n. See further Wilkinson [9, p.112J.

We assume that an essentiaZ property of an algorithm is that for all d € V

no breakdown in the computational process occurs (i.e. division by zero,

taking the square root of a negative number and so on), provided that all

computations are performed with a relative precision n < nO(d).

Furthermore, we assume that in V a metric ~(dl,d2) can be defined. A metric

~(dl,d2) is a mapping from V x V into lR that has the following properties:

For all d] £ V, all d
2

€ V and all d3 E V,
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i) \J(dl'd Z) = lJ(dZ,d j ) ;

ii) d]" dZ .. lJ(d\,dZ) > 0, d( = dZ .. lJ(dl'dZ) 0;

iii) lJ(dJ'dZ) ~ lJ(d j ,d3) + lJ(dZ,d3).

Let the input that consists entirely of zeroes be symbolized by O. We shall

assume that, if 0 ¢ V, the metric lJ(dl,dZ) can be extended to a metric in

V u {a}.

Next, let us introduce in V the notion of Cn-neighbourhood or numerical

neighbourhood.

Definition Z.

Let d E V\{O} and let C > O.

n(d,Cn) := {x I x E V, lJ(d,x) < Cn*lJ(d,O)}

is called a Cn-neighbourhood or numericaZ neighbourhood of d.

If x E n(d,Cn), then we shall say that x is a Cn-neighbour or a numerical

neighbour of d. IJ

We shall assume that also in R u {a} a metric lJ'(r\,rZ)' r i E R (i = I,Z) is

defined and that in R similarly as in V the notion of numerical neighbour

hood: (l' (r,Cn), r E R \ {a} is introduced.

If we apply the notation and notions introduced so far to the numerical

problem of a (k x k) system of linear equations Ax = b, the input set is

with metric

Here is II • II a submul tiplicative matrix norm. Furthermore. the output set is

with metric

Here is II. II a usual vector norm. The mapping
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f: V .... R

is defined by

f
I,J -1
I (A, b) € V A b •

Finally, a numerical neighbourhood of (AO,bO) € V is

and a numerical neighbourhood of r O E D is

I)' (ro,Cn) {r ! R;
Ilr - rO"

< Cn}r E
II r o ll

Definition 3.

An algorithm is said to be

backward stable on V if

(I)

forward stable on V if

(z)

numerically stable on V if it is backward or forward stable on V.

numerically unstable on V if it is not numerically stable on V. o

If an algorithm is backward stable on V, then the output H(f)(d), obtained

on some machine with n < nO (no depends on d E V), corresponds exactly to a

CIn-neighbour of the input d, with CI independent of n and independent of

the individual input element of V. SO, if (I) holds, then we can obtain an

output that corresponds exactly with an input d' as close as we like to the

input d by increasing the relative machine precision (making n smaller).

If an algorithm is forward stable on V, then the output ft(f)(d), obtained

on some machine with n < nO (no depends on d E V), is a Czn-neighbour of the

exact output, with Cz independent of n and independent of the individual

input element of V. SO, if (Z) holds, then we can approximate the exact out

put as close as we like by increasing the machine precision.
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If we have two forward stable algorithms for the same problem, then we shall

say that the algorithm that admits the smaller C2 is more stable than the

other; similarly for two backward stable algorithms.

We cannot compare a backward stable algorithm with a forward stable algo-

rithm.

The logical negation of numerical stability on V is:

(3) V 3dEV V 3 V [U(f)(d) '!' f(d')J
C1>O nO n<no d'dt(d,C1n)

and

(4) V 3dEV V 3 [f~(f)(d) ¢ Q'(f(d),C2n)JC2>O nO n<no

In order to prove that an algoritm is numerically stable on V, it is suffi

cient to prove either (I) or (2). In order to prove that an algorithm is

numerically unstable on V we must prove (3) as well as (4).

The reason that (I) as well as (2) is used as a criterion for numerical

stability, is that it is possible that, for instance, the obtained output,

even though it is a numerical neighbour of the exact output, does not corre

spond with any possible input; it is also possible that - due to the (for

ward) instability inherent to the numerical problem itself - (1) holds, but

(2) does not.

In section 1.2 we shall give examples that (1) holds, but (2) does not, and

that (2) holds, but (I) does not.

Let us compare the concept of numerical stability as it is defined here with

the concept as it is defined in Bauer et al. [2J, Babu~ka et al. [IJ and

Stoer [6J.

In [2J the notion of a "gutartiges Rechenprozess" is introduced: a computa

tional process is "gutartig" for a set of possible inputs, if - independent

of the individual input - round-off errors of the order of n in the computa

tions and round-off errors of the order of n in the input data have a com

parable effect on the output data. Consequently, in a "gutartig" computa

tional process, the sensitivity of the exact solution to errors in the input

data is comparable with the sensitivity of the numerical solution to errors

in the computations.

Babu~ka's concept of numerical stability, in short, is the following: an

algorithm for a numerical problem is numerically stable, if - independent of
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the individual input data - round-off errors of the order of ~ in the com

putations have an effect on the output data that is bounded.

It is quite clear that - if an algorithm is backward stable - the computa

tional process governed by the algorithm is gutartig in the sense of Bauer;

it is also clear - if an algorithm is forward stable - that the algorithm is

numerically stable in the sense of Babu~ka. Under certain conditions on f.

the converse is also true: a gutartig computational process is governed by a

backward stable algorithm; an algorithm that is numerically stable in the

sense of Babu~ka, is forward stable.

The concept of numerical stability of definition 3 unifies the merits of the

concepts of numerical stability of Bauer and Babu~ka.

Finally, let us compare our concept of numerical stability with the concept

of Stoer [6J.

Stoer arguments that, independent of the particular algorithm, a round-off

error of the order of ~ in the input data and a round-off error of the order

of ~ in the output data is inevitable. Consequently, the best one can expect

is that f~(f)(d) ~ n'(f(d'),~), with d' E n(d,~). If the round-off errors of

the order of ~ have an effect on the final solution that is comparable with

the effect of the inevitable errors (they are "harmlos") then - following

Bauer - Stoer says that the computational process is "gutartig". Formally,

this would lead to the following definition:

An algorithm is numerically stable on 0, if

(5) 3 V 3d , ned C ) [f~(f)(d) c n'(f(d'),C2~)J
11 0 ~<~O E", 1~

One readily verifies that (5) is implied by either (1) or (2), but not

conversely, unless the mapping f satisfies certain conditions (which are

normally satisfied).

We would prefer (5) as definition of numerical stability, were it not that

the use of (5) may lead to rather complicated and tedious examinations, if

one tries to prove that an algorithm is numerically unstable on V.
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1.2. Techniques for proving or disproving numerical stability

The natural way to show that (I) holds for an algorithm is by backward error

analysis. With backward error analysis one shows that the obtained output

corresponds exactly with a slightly perturbed input. Backward error analysis

has firstly been introduced by Von Neumann and Goldstine in 1947 [4], al

though presented as a forward error analysis, in 1954 been explicitly named

and used by Givens [3] and, thereafter, intensively been exploited and pro

pagated in many publications by Wilkinson.

The natural way to show that (2) holds is by forward error analysis. With

forward error analysis one shows that the obtained output is a slightly per

turbed exact output.

We shall give a few examples of how to work with the concept of numerical

stability of definition 3.

1. We consider the computation of +_1_ , x > I.x-I

The input space is V := {x x € F., x > I},

The output space is R := {x x E F., x > O}.

For the metric in V u {O} and R u {O} we take the usual metric in F..
1The mapping f from V into R is defined by f(x) = 1 +~ , X E V.

Let d E V. If n is chosen small enough, then the algorithm can be applied to

d E V without a breakdown (division by 0) in the computational process. It

then holds that

Firstly, we give a backward error analysis; let f(y) = ft(f)(x). One readily

verifies that

y

and that

From definition 3, it follows that - if the algorithm is backward stable 

we should have that
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~..!.<C
Ixl n l'

for all n smaller than some nO(x), with C
1

independent of x and n.

We have

~..!.=
Ixl n

[-I,IJ, which implies that - unless

numerator causes trouble. The coefficient

(say). However,
EZ lies somewhere in the interval
n

= O(x- I ), x ~ 00 - no upper bound

enough, it is greater than!

Ix - I,
The factor --x--I at the right-hand side can be uniformly bounded on V.
The denominator of the second factor gives no trouble; if nO is chosen small

EZthe term -- (x - 1) of the
n

(~)
n

for the numerator can be given that is independent of x. Since - given x -
EZ EZ EZ -I

it, is as probable that I-I '" ! as that I-I < !, (--) ". O(x ) if x ~ 00

n n n
and, hence, the algorithm is not backward stable on V.

A forward error analysis.

Ifi(f)(x) - f(x)1
I f(x) I 1 +_1_

x-I

1
-(1+--)1x- 1

5n •

So, the algorithm is forward stable.

According to definition 3, the algorithm is numerically stable on V.
We gave here an example of an algorithm that is forward stable, but not

backward stable. If we restrict V to the subset V(M) := {x I x € V, X S M},

M > 0, then on V(M) the algorithm is backward stable as well. o

II. We consider a (k x k) system of linear equations Ax = b.

v Mk (:R) x :R,k
k,k

For the metric in V we take
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And for the metric in R we take

An algorithm for solving the system is the following:

(i) Make a decomposition for A with Gaussian elimination and partial

pivoting:

PA = LU

with P a permutati0n matrix, L unit lower triangular and U upper

triangular.

(ii) Solve the triangular system Ly Pb.

(iii) Solve the triangular system Ux y.

Let (A,b) E V. It can be shown that, if the algorithm is applied to (A,b) E V
on some machine, the computational process does not break down provided that

the relative machine precision n < nO(A,b).

In the following, L, U, Y and x denote the L, U, Y and x as they are computed

by the machine.

We shall assume that nO is so small that we may account for higher order

terms in n by multiplying the first order terms by 1.1. We have (Wilkinson

E8, 9J):

(i) PA + ELU LU with IELUI ,; 1.1 klLllu[ n

(ii) (L + nL)y Pb with InLI ,; 1.1 kl LI n

(iii) (U + nU)x y with Inuj ,; 1.1 kluln

-1 = f(A+E,b) withIt follows, formally, that x = (A + E) b

E P-I (E
LU

+ nLU + L6U + 6L6U)

and

(6)
ilL II)IU II",

II AII",

The decomposition for A is obtained with partial pivoting, so IILII.. ,; k and

IIU II.. 2k- 1
~ ,; (Wilkinson [8, 9J).
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Hence,

2 k-j -I
If 110 is chosen so small that 3.4 k 2 11

0
< 1, then, indeed, (A + E) exis ts.

Applying definition 3, with C
j

= 3.4 k22k- 1 , it follows that the algorithm is

backward stable on V.
It can be shown that the algorithm is not forward stable on V. o

Next, we shall give two examples of numerically unstab Ie algori thms. The

proofs that they are unstable are founded upon the assumption that different

round-off errors are independent of each other and have no relation to the

data in which the errors are committed. For instance, if a matrix A is

rounded to a matrix A of machine numbers, this assumption means that the

elements of t1A = A- A have no relation to each other and that t1A has no

other relation to A than It1AI ,; I1!AI.

With these assumptions it is legitimate to say that an algorithm is numeri

cally unstable, if it can be shown that one single, artificial round-off

error in the computations may have the effect that the solution is not a

numerical neighbour of the exact solution and, simultaneously, the solution

does not correspond exactly with a numerical neighbour of the input.

r. We consider again a system of linear equations Ax = b and, essentially, the

same algorithm as in II for solving it, except that now we assume that

during the construction of the decomposition no pivoting technique whatso

ever is employed. In order that this algorithm is possible, we restrict V to

the subset

V' := {(A,b) I (A,b) [ V; all principal minors of A are # O}

In order that the algorithm is numerically stable on V' we either must prove

that it is backward stable on V':

which is equivalent with:

f(d')] ,

(7)
lid - d'll

V [min { Ildll 00 I H(f)(d)
11<11 0 d'EV 00
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or, we must prove that it is forward stable on V':

(8)

We consider the system

[ : :] [:~] = [~]
With exact arithmetic we have

wi th Ie: I « 1 •

y

[-I -I] [ -I]x = e: (I + (e:U2~ ~ ) = (e: - ]) _I •

-(e:u
22

) -(e:-I)

Let us investigate the effect of one single, artificial round-off error in

We assume that n is so small that the algorithm can be applied to this sys

tem of equations on a machine with relative precision n, without a breakdown

in the computational process.

We have

L L, U= [: y y,

x =
[

-1 -1 -1 ](e: - I) { (I + n) (1 + n - ne: ) }

-1 -]
-(e:-I) {(I+n) }

Let us first consider the error in x:

42
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Hence, since 1£1 « I,

II~ - xII",

So,

(9 )

It follows from (8), that, if the algorithm were forward stable, it should

be possible to give an upper bound for the left-hand side of (9) that is

independent of £; however, since £ may be arbitrarily small, this is not so,

and we conclude that the algorithm is not forward stable.

Next, let us consider the backward error in (A,b). Let

II (A - A I : b - b' ) II
S : = min{ II (A; b) II 00

• 00

(A' ,b ' ) £ V', X = (A,)-Ib, } •

Since /1'11
00

;" .-.!- 11'11
2

and II (A: b) 11
00

< 3, we have
/k

(10) S ;" _1_ min{II(A-A' : b -b')11
2

I (A' ,b') £ V', it = (A,)-Ib, } •
312

Let (A',b')£V' minimize the right-hand side of (10).

Since [-7) [-7J+ is a projector, we have

/I (A - A' : b - b' ) II ;" II (A - A' : b - b I ) ( x] [ xJ + II
; 2 ' -I -I 2

and, therefore,

Using that

[ x) '" ( xJ r;:; -I -I -IIII -11I 2 "yJlI _I /I",,=yJ 1(£-1) III-(I+n) n£ ,

we obtain

(11 )
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From (7) it follows that, if the algorithm were backward stable, it should

be possible to give an upper bound for S that is independent of nand E.

However, from (11) it follows that this is not even possible for a lower

bound of S and we conclude that the algorithm is not backward stable.

Summarizing, without partial pivoting, the algorithm is numerically unstable

on V'. 0

IV. We consider an overdetermined system of linear equations Ax = b, with A a

(k x £.) matrix with r(A) = £., and we suppose that b belongs to the column

space of A.

So,

V {(A,b) I (A,b) c M~,£. (:JR.)

R = :JR.£. ,

f: V -+ R

is defined by

f _ U +
- I (A,b)€V A b •

For the metric in V u {a} we take

k
x R ,

For the metric in R u {a} we take

1,2) •

We consider the algorithm:

(i) Compute ATA and c := ATb.

(ii) Make a Cholesky decomposition of ATA:

1,2) •

(iii) Solve the triangular systems RTy = c and Rx = y.

Let (A,b) c V. We shall investigate the effect of artificial round-off

errors in the computation of ATA:

n > 0 .
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We assume that n is so small that the algorithm can be applied to (A,b) on a

machine with relative precision n, without a breakdown in the computational

process; and, moreover, that in the analysis below, we may account for

higher order terms in n by multiplying first order terms by a factor I. I in

case we consider upper bounds, and by a factor .9 in case we consider lower

bounds.

We have

(ATA) + b. (ATA)

Y = (R)-Tc

x = (R)-I;;

Let us first consider the error in x. We have

It follows that

Since b. (ATA) has no other relation to ATA than lib. (ATA) II n II ATAll , we
'" '"

should consider

T -I T -I I TS ;= sup{.911(A A) b.(A A)xll."llxll", lib. (A A) II", nIlATAll
o
)

as a realistic lower bound for

Let b.(ATA) be so chosen that

(compare Van der Sluis [5J).

II(ATA)-Ib.(ATA)xll", = II(ATA)-III",IIb.(ATA)II",lIxlI""

= nil (ATA)-III II(ATA)II IlxII = n C (ATA)llxll
00 0000 00 00

For this b.(ATA) it applies that

(13)
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conclude that the algorithm is not forward stable.and we

It follows from (8), that - if the algorithm were forward stable - it should
IIi{ - xII""

be possible to give an upper bound for that is independent of
II x lI",

(J3) we see that this is not even possible for a lower bound of(A,b). From
Ilx - xii""

IIxll",

Next, let us investigate whether the algorithm is backward stable. We shall

do this by giving a sensitivity analysis of the problem and by comparing the

result with (13).

We assume that A is replaced by (A + t.A) so that IIt.AII
Z

< IIA+II;J and that b is

rep laced by (b + t.b) •

- x =

(A + M) +(b + lib - (A + M)x)

(A + M)+ (lib - Mx) •

(using (A+M/(A+M) = I)

(using x = A+b and AA+b = b)

Hence,

Since for (k x ~)

+ -1
II Mil z < II A II z '

matrices, ....!... 11·11 ::;
liZ z

and, furthermore, if

(Wedin [7J)

it applies that

lI11xll
'"(14)

II (M ; t.b) II
k C'" (A) IIAII '"

'"--- ::; -------"...,....,...,......,.-:":"....,...,,-
II (llA : t.b) II",

1 - k C",(A) HAil",

provided that the denominator in (J4) is positive.

If the algorithm were backward stable, then we should have that x is the

exact solution of a numerical neighbour (A + t.A : b + t.b) of (A: b), where
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lI(llA: lib) II ..
-"....,..,.-.,...,""::-- ,,; CIn,

II(A: b) II ..

with C1 independent of n and independent of (A,b); hence - with (14) - we

should have that

(15)
lI11xll ..

----,,; 1. 1 k C.. (A; CIn
II <-~) II ..

II (A : b) II ..

IIAII ..

If (A,b) was so chosen that

lower bound (13) as well as

II (A: b) II ..
--;;-:-::---,,; 2

II All ..
the upper bound

and IIxll .. I, then we have the

o

with C\ independent of (A,b).

However, since C.. (ATA) ~ t C:(A) , this is only possible if CI does depend on

(A,b),which is a contradiction.

Therefore, we conclude that the algorithm is not backward stable.

Summarizing, the algorithm is numerically unstable on V.

We conclude this chapter with a few remarks.

I. If in example IV, V is restricted to

V (If) : = {(A, b) I (A, b) E: V; C.. (A) ,,; M, M > J} ,

then it can be shown that the algorithm is numerically stable on V(M) for

all M > O.

2. The kind of error analysis used in this section is a priori error ana

lysis.

If with a priori analysis an upper bound for some error is derived - as

for the backward error E in A in example II -, then one should realize

that the real error is, generally, due to the statistical distribution of

round-off errors, much smaller than the upper bound. The important thing

is that a uniform upper bound exists (Wilkinson [10]). However, if with

an a priori error analysis a lower bound for some error is derived - as

for the forward error in x of example IV - then the real error will,

generally, be of the same order of magnitude, although the actual value

of the lower bound does not predict the precise value of the real error.
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3. In the definition of numerical stability it is possible that nO strongly

depends on d E V. It may be that inf{nO(d) IdE Q(dO'~)} for some

dO E V and all ~ > 0 is equal to zero. For the algorithms that we know

this is not so, which suggests to include it as a demand in the defi

nition of numerical stability. We have not done this to avoid too great

a complexity.
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2. PRELIMINARY ON NUMERICAL RANK

If a k x ~ matrix A with k S ~ has rCA) < k. any spherical neighbourhood of

A contains matrices with rank greater than rCA). Therefore. the rank of a

matrix is. numerically. a senseless notion. Yet. it is in many applications

of interest to know the rank.

rCA) has also the property that a neighbourhood of A exists in which rCA) is

the minimum rank. This suggests that the notion of "smallest rank in a cer

tain neighbourhood" might be an acceptable substitute for r(A).

This idea will be elaborated and lead to the definition of the "E-stable

rank". The E-stable rank depends on an a priori chosen positive E and con

stitutes a lower bound for r(A). If 11.11
2

is used as matrix norm, the E-stable

rank is best understood as follows:

Let the singular values of A be denoted by a
i

• lsi S k. and let

o S ok S ••• sOl; if A has a cluster of singular values close to zero. i.e.

{Ok ... ·'Op+J I O'k S E, 0k_j-Ok S E; ... ; 0p+l-op+2:; E,

bu t ° - ° 1 > E; a :2 2E} •
P p+ P

then. neglecting the cluster. the E-stable rank is taken equal to p.

If A satisfies a certain lenient condition, it can be shown that the E-stable

rank is not influenced by perturbations in A of the order of E.

It will be discussed how the E-stable rank can be found if various matrix

norms are used. Special attention will be given to the problem: decide

whe ther a matrix has, numerically. full rank.

2.1. Introduction

Throughout. we shall assume that we are dealing with k x ~ (k :; ~) matrices,

which will be denoted by capital letters. The spherical neighbourhood

{A+E I IIEII < a} will be denoted by U(A.o), its closure by U(A,o).

11'11 denotes a submultiplicative matrix norm.

Theorem 1.

There exists 0 > 0 such that reB) 2 rCA) holds for all B E U(A,o).

For any 0 > 0 there exists B E U(A,O) such that reB) = k.
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Proof.

Let r := rCA).

The theorem is trivial if r = O. Let r > O.

(i) A has an r x r submatrix A such that rCA ) = r and. equivalently.
s s

det (As) ; O. Because det(.) is a continuous function. there exists

°> 0 such that det(Bs ) = 0 and. equivalently. r(Bs ) = r for all

B € U(A • 0).s s
Let B be a k x ~ matrix and let B be the submatrix of B that cor

s
responds with As' Independent of the particular B we have

liB -A II :5 liB-Ali and r(B) :5 reB).s s s
Hence. there exists °> 0 such that reB) ~ r for all B € U(A.o).

(ii) The second part of the proof is trivial if r = k. Let r < k.

Let us suppose that the column space of A is spanned by the set of

columns of A: fa .•••••a. }. We can define a k x ~ matrix
lo) lor

E = (vr+) .....vk.O O) such th~t IIEII < ) and

fa ...... a .•v ) vk} spans lR • For any °> O. r(A+oE) k holds.
lo) lor r+

whereas II oE II < 0. 0

The first part of the theorem states that rCA) is an upper semi-continuous

function of A.

Clearly. it has no sense to determine the rank of a matrix by means of a

computer: unless the matrix has full rank. a number is supplied that is

larger than the rank. However. rCA) is the minimum rank in a certain neigh

bourhood of A. This suggests that p(A.o) as defined by

Defini tion 2.

p(A.o) := minfr(B) I B € U(A.o)} o

might. for some °> O. be an acceptable substitute for rCA).

If ° is small enough. we have P(A.O) = r(A);henceforth, we shall show that.

for almost any 0. p(A.o) is not influenced by small changes in A or 0.

We shall characterize p(A.o) with the following quantities.
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Definition 3.

yi(A) := sup{o I r(B) 2 i for all B € U(A,o)} (I sis r(A»

YO(A) := co; Yi(A) := 0 (r(A) < i s k+ I). o

The yi(A) will be called the criticaL values of A.

With r := r(A) we have

( 1) 0 = Yk+ J (A) = ••• = Yr+ 1(A) < Yr (A) S ••• S YI (A) = II AII •

From definition 3 it follows that, unlike U(A,y.), U(A,y.) does contain a
~ ~

matrix B with r(B) < i (I sis k+I). Therefore, U(A,y.) is the smallest
~

spherical neighbourhood of A that contains a matrix B with r(B) < i.

Theorem 4.

Let °> o. p(A,a) = p if and only if y I(A) < a S y (A).
p+ P

~.

Le t p (A, 0) = p.

Firstly, it follows that U(A,a) contains no matrices B with r(B) < p.

Hence, \~e have

U(A,o) c U(A,yp) implying ° S yp •

Secondly, it follows that U(A,o) does contain a matrix B with r(B) p.

Hence, we have

U(A, (\) ~ U(A, Yp+ I) imp lying (\ > 'Y p+ 1 •

The other part of the theorem may be readily verified. o

PCA.5It
rt-----4,,

I. I, ,
J

,
I

I. I
I ,

I I
,

I I I-
I I

I

I I

I
I I
I ,, I I

Yr Yr - I Yr-2 5-

r-!

r-2

Yr+!

P(A,5) is continuous as a function of 5, unless 5 is equal to a critical
value. We see that p(A,o), for almost any 0, is not influenced by small

changes in {\.

r-3
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Next, we shall investigate the sensitivity of p(A,a) to changes in A.

Let a > 0 and let E 2 O.

If B E D(A,E), then U(B,a) c U(A,a + E). Hence

(2) p (B,a) 2 p (A,a + e:) for all B E D(A,E)

Let a > E 2 O.

If BE D(A,E), then U(B,o) ::l U(A,a -E). Hence

(3) p (B,o) :S p (A,a - E) for all B E U(A,E) •

Theorem 5.

Let ° > 0 and let p(A,a) = p. Then we have

(i)

(ii)

p (B,a) 2 p (A,a) for all B E U(A,y - a)
p

p (B, a) :S p (A, 0) for all B E U(A, a - Y 1)'
p+

(Hi) p (B,a) :S rCA) for all B E U(A,a).

Proof.

(i) Let E := Y - a. As a consequence of theorem 4 we have E 2 O.
P

Applying (2), it follows that

p(B,o) 2 p(A,a +y -a) = p(A,Y ) = P = p(A,o) for all B E D(A,y -0).
p p p

As a consequence of theorem 4 we have a - Y 1 > O.
p+

- 6, where 0 < 6 :S a - Y I' So, a > e: 2 O.
p+

Let E := a - Y
p+l

Applying (3), it shows that

p(B,a) :S p(A,a -0 +y 1 +6) = P = p(A,a) for all BE U(A,a -Y 1- 6 ).
p+ p+

Hence, if we let 6 ~ 0,

p(B,o) :S p(A,a) for all B E U(A,o -Y
p

+
1
)'

(H)

(iii) This is trivial, since, if B E U(A,a),also A E U(B,o) and thus

p(B,a) :S rCA). o

~.

If E> 0, then there exists BE U(A,y -a +e:) such that p(B,a) < p(A,a).
p

It depends on the particular A whether there exists B E U(A,a -Y
p

+
1

+e:),

such that p(B,a) > p(A,c).
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From parts (i) and (ii) of theorem 5 it follows that, if a is not equal to

a critical value of A, p(A,a) is continuous as a function of A.

Combining parts (i) and (ii) of theorem 5, it shows that p(A,a), for almost

any 0, is not influenced by small changes in A.

Having investigated the sensitivity of p(A,a) to changes in A and a respec

tively, let us introduce a new notion.

Definition 6.

Let £ > O.

p(A,.) is called £-stabZe in 0, if

a ~ £ and Va' [0 < a' $ a + £ • p(A,a') ~ p(A,a)] •

Theorem 7.

Let a ~ £ > 0 and suppose p(A,a) = p.

The following statements are equivalent:

(i) p(A,.) is £-stable in a •

(ii) rCA) ~ p(B,a) ~ p(A,a) for all B € U(A,£) •

(iii) p(A,a +E:) = p(A,a)

o

(iv) a $ y (A) - £ •
P

Proof.

We shall show that (i) • (iii) • (iv) • (ii) • (i).

(i) • (iii). If in definition 6 we take 0' = a + £, we obtain

p (A, a + £) ~ P(A, a). Since p (A, 0) is not increasing as a function of 0, we

obtain p (A, a + £) = p (A, IS).

(iii) • (iv). Applying theorem 4, the result is easily obtained.

(iv) • (ii). As £ $ 0, we have £ $ a S y - £. Application of parts (i) and
p

(iii) of theorem 5 gives (ii).

(ii) • (i). It is obvious that m := min{p(B,a)1 B € U(A,£)} = p(A,a +£).

Formula (ii) shows that m = p(A,a). Hence p(A,a +e:) = p(A,a). Applying

theorem 4, (i) follows. 0

Theorem 8.

Let £ > O. There is a a ~ £ such that p(A,a) is £-stable. o
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Summarizing, if p(A,o) is E-stable, then

and

r(A) ~ p(B,o) ~ p(A,o) for all B € U(A,E)

r(A) ~ p(A,o') ~ p(A,o) for all 0' with 0 < 0' ~ °+E,

that is, p(A,o) is non-decreasing for perturbations of the order of E in A

and 0.

Let us consider the practical use of p(A,o).

Suppose we have a numerical method available for computing the critical

values of A. Then a computer supplies with that method the exact critical

values of a neighbouring matrix of A (A say).

Let us suppose that a backward error analysis shows that IIA-AII < E.

The computer can supply p(A,o) for any °> O. If ° ~ E, then p(A,o) is a

lower bound for r(A) and, if ° and E are small enough, p(A,o) = r(A). One

might be inclined to take °= E, because, if E is small enough, we shall

have p(A,E) = r(A) and because a greater value of °may result in a poorer

lower bound for r(A). However, taking °= E as a general strategy has its

drawbacks.

Firstly, when E is a sharp estimate for IIA-AII, the distance of A to a

matrix B with r(B) < P(A,E) may be small compared to E. This is illustrated

by the figure.

rcBl < P(A,E:1

Secondly, when E is a rude estimate for IIA-AII (a situation that should be

avoided), it is unsatisfactory that a small increment of E might result in

a lower value of p.
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From the foregoing it is clear that P(A,O) with 0 ~ e does not have these

disadvantages, if P(A,O) is e-stable. If p(A,O) is e-stable, we have

(i) U(A,e) contains no matrix B with r(B) < p(A,e),

(since U(A,e) c U(A,O + e) and p (A,O + e) = p(A,O)).

(ii) Small changes in 0 do not result in a lower value of p.

Summarizing, we conclude:

Should one wish to use p(A,e), then it is preferable. to determine as well

whether p(A,e) is e-stable.

If p(A,e) is not e-stable, then it is not unrealistic to take a smaller

value than p(A,e) as approximation for r(A). This may be achieved by taking

p(A,O) with 0 > e as an approximation for r(A) where 0 is chosen so that

p(A,o) is e-stable.

2.2. The e-stable rank

Inspired by the last remark of 2.1 and the fact that, given e > 0, we can

always find a 0 > 0 such that p(A,o) is e-stable, we propose the following

substitute for r(A):

Defini tion 9.

re(A) :'" max {p(A,o) I p(A,o) is e-stable}

We shall refer to r (A) as the e-stabZe panko
e

The reason to define re(A) as a maximum is that we want re(A) to be a best

possible lower bound for r(A).

From the definition of e-stability and theorem 7, we obtain:

Theorem 10.

Let e > O.

re(A) = max {t I Yt-Yt+1 > e and Yt ~ 2d =

= max {p(A.o) I p(A.o +e) = p(A.O)} •
o~e

o

o
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The first line of theorem 10 may be understood as:

If A has a cluster of critical values close to zero, i.e.:

p(A,o + £)

then, neglecting the cluster, r£(A) is taken equal to p.

In order to attain some insight in the behaviour of r£(A) as a function

of £, we give two figures.

The first figure shows in which regions of the 0-£ plane, p(A,o)

and 0 ~ £ (the shaded areas).

The second figure is constructed by finding for each £ the first region,

where p(A,o) = p(A,o+£) and 0 ~ £.

We see that r£(A) may decay more than 1 and that r£(A) = rCA) if £ < !Yr •

Furthermore, it is clear that r£(A) is continuous as function of £ for al

most any value of £.

Yr-3

Yr-2

Yr-l

Yr

Yr-l --
re:(A1t

e:

I

I

J
I

I

r-2 I J
~

I I
I I

r-3 I l-..:

r-4
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Next, let us consider r£(A) as a function of A.

Let £ > 0 and let r£(A) = p.

From the definition of £-stability and r£(A) we obtain that for any 0

satisfying

it holds that

and y < 0 $ Yp - £p+l

r E (A) = p (A, 0 + £) = P (A, 0) = p

Let 0 be accordingly chosen. If we apply theorem 5, it shows that

p (B,o + E) = p (B,o) p(A,o) for all B E U(A,8)

where B = min{yp - (0 +E), 0 - Yp+
I

}

Consequently,

for all B E U(A,8) •

Theorem 11.

Let £ > 0 and let r (A) = p. Let e := Y I + ~(y - £ - Y ).£ p+ P p+1
If e ~ £, we define S := ley - E - Y ) otherwise S := Y - 2£.

2 P p+ I ' P
Then

for all B E U(A,S) •

If B i U(A,S), then rE(B) might be less than rE(A), dependent on the

particular A.

Thus, rE(A) is upper semi-continuous as function of A for almost any E.

Let us give an estimate for 0 := inf {o I p(A,o) is E-stable}. As
E

o

we have 0 max(E,y 1)'
E p+

If yp+l > £, then

p (A, 0) p (A, 0 + E) p ,

o
E

t$r-p.
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Let t be so chosen that Yp+t ~ 2~, but Yp+t +1 < 2£. Then, with theorem 10,

it follows that

Theorem 12.

Let ~ > 0 and let r (A) = p. Let a := inf {a I p(A,o) is ~-stable}. Then
~ ~

ei ther a~ = ~, or a£ = Yp+ I :;; (r (A) - r £(A»E + 2£ • 0

Let us consider the practical use of r£(A).

As before we assume that a numerical method is available for computing the

critical values of A. A computer supplies the exact critical values for a

neighbouring matrix of A (A, say). Again we assume that backward error ana

lysis has shown that IIA-AII < £. The computer then can supply: r (A), which
~

is a lower bound for r(A).

Let a be so chosen that r (A) = p(A,a) and p(A,o) is £-stable. We then have
£

(theorem 7) that p(A,a) ~ r (A), or, in a a-neighbourhood of A no matrix
£

with lower rank than r (A) occurs.
£

Secondly, p(A,a) is not influenced in a bad sense by small changes in a.

Let us compare r (A) and P(A,£)._ £

If p(A,E) is ~-stable, r (A) = p(A,~). If p(A,~) is not £-stable, then
£

- as we saw in 2.1 - a matrix B with r(B) < p(A,£) might be close to A and

it is then reasonable to take a lower value as approximation for r(A);

indeed, in this situation we have r (A) < P(A,~).
£

We shall say that the computation of rE(A) is a well-conditioned problem,

if r(A) ~ r (B) ~ r (A) for all B € U(A,~).
£ ~

In that case, different computers but with

precision will supply approximations r (A)
£

In order that the computation of r£(A) = p

sufficient that (using theorem II):
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and

Yt (A) - Yt+ I (A) $ e: or Yt (A) < 2e:. for t > p •

However. it is not that important that the computation of re:(A) is well-con

ditioned: it is always possible to make a statement concerning a certain

neighbourhood of A.

Remark.

If we are interested in the question whether A has full rank. our numerical

method only needs to compute Yk(A). since

(theorem 10).

k. then p(A.e:) = k; if r (A) < k. then p(A.3e:) < k.e:

2.3. The critical values

If the critical values are known. the e:-stable rank can be computed (theorem

10). These values depend on the matrix norm. With 11.112 or II ·I'E as matrix

norm. the critical values can be expressed in terms af the singular values.

Let. A have singular values 0 $ ak(A) $ ak_I(A) $ ••• $ al(A).

In the 2-norm it holds that Yi(A) ai(A) (I $ i $ k).

k 2 !
In the E-norm it holds that Yi(A) = (L a.(A» (I $ i $ k).

i=1 L

These results are a consequence of the theorem of Eckart and Young that the

best approximation of A having rank p - in the 2-norm as well as in the E

norm - is obtained by taking the singular value decomposition of A and re

placing ap+I ••••• ak by zero [2].

However. for practical applications. the computation of the singular values

might be too laborious for the goal one has in mind. One has then to content

oneself with lower and upper bounds for the critical values that are com

puted using an already available decomposition of A. It should be emphasized

that then re:(A) cannot always be determined. If for Yk(A) a lower bound

Yk(A) and an upper bound Yk(A) is known and Yk(A) < 2e: $ Yk(A). it cannot be

decided whether re:(A) = k or re:(A) < k.
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In this thesis the e-stable rank will be used only to investigate whether a

matrix, making account of possible round-off errors or noise, has full rank

or not. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to lower and upper bounds for

yk(A), assuming that A has full rank.

2.3.1.

Theorem 13.

Let A be a k x R. matrix (k :5 R.) of full row rank. Let D.A be a k x R. matrix.

Then,

II Mil < max {IIA(r) fl I A A(r) I} implies rCA + D.A) k •

Proof.

Let xT(A + D.A) '" OT, for some vector x. Since A has full row rank, A has a

right-inverse A(r). Now,

If II D.AII < II A(r) fl, we must have II xT II '" 0 and, consequently,

rCA + D.A) '" k.

Corollary.

o

Remark.

max {IIA(r) II-I I A A(r) o

Moreover, the lower bound for

Yk(A) '" C1k (A) '" IIA+fl.

(r) -1 + -I +In the 2-norm or E-norm, we have max (II A II) '" II A II , where A is the

pseudo inverse of A (Penrose [7] and Golub [5]).
+ -IYk(A) of IIA II is then sharp, since

Theorem 14.

Let A be a k x R. matrix (k :5 R.) and let A '" LR with L a regular k x k matrix

and R a k x R. matrix. Then,
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Proof.

Let 6A be a k x 11. matrix and let 6R := L-IM. Then A+6A = L(R+6R).

Since L is regular, r (A + 6A) • r (R + lIR). We have

II L-1 II II Mil < Yk (R) .. II 6R II < Yk (R) .. r (R + 6R) k.

So

-I -1
IIMII < yk(R) ilL II .. r(A+M) k.

Consequently,

Similarly, employing R = L-IA, one obtains Yk(A) IILf l ~ yk(R). So

If A is of upper trapezoidal form, it might be easier to determine lower or

upper bounds for yk(A). It is always possible to reduce A to a matrix R of

upper trapezoidal form, for instance by a Gaussian elimination process or by

an orthogonal decomposition. Then theorem 14 gives the relation between

Yk(A) and Yk(R).

Yk(A) might be situated everywhere in the interval given by theorem 14. It

is therefore important that the size of the interval is relatively small,

or, equivalently, a decomposition method is chosen so that ilL-III liLli, the

condition number of L, is not much larger than I. From that point of view,

an orthogonal decomposition (L is orthogonal) is superior to a decomposition

obtained by a Gaussian elimination process.

Z.3.Z.

Next, let A be partioned as [:~]. We shall derive an expression for A+ in

terms of Al and AZ' Again, it is assumed that A (and hence Al and AZ) have

full row rank. The expression obtained for A+ can also be found by applying

a formula from Albert [IJ.

Let b be an arbitrary vector in:RR. and let M(x l ,xZ) := II A;X
j

With Xl fixed, M(xl,xZ) is minimized as function of Xz by
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*x =
Z

T(AZ has full column rank),

* + TBefore minimizing M(x I ,xZ) as function of xI' we shall show that (AZAZ - I)A 1
has full column rank.

Let u be a vector satisfying (A;AZ - I)Aiu = o. Since (A;AZ) = (A;AZ) T =
T( +)T .= AZ AZ ,~t follows that

= 0 .

T + TConsequently, u = 0 (A has full column rank), implying that (AZAZ - I)A I
has full column rank. Hence, M(X1,x;) is minimized as function of xI by

Summarizing, M is minimized as function of xI and Xz by

b was arbitrary, so

(4) with

Similarly, it can be shown that

(5)

Theorem IS.

Let A be a k x t matrix (k $ t) of full row rank. Let A = [::].
+ ~ +

If AI = AI (AZAZ - I) and AZ = AZ(A IAI - I). then we have two lower bounds:

~+ + ~+ + -I
{IIA I II + IIAZ II + II AIAIAZ II} $ Yk(A) •

{IIA~II + II A; II + HA;AZAI"}-I $ yk(A) •
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If, henceforth,we are interested in rc(A), it concerns matrices of which it

is known that the c-stable rank of the matrix consisting of the first (k - ])

rows of A is equal to (k - I).

Therefore, let in A = [:~], AZ be a row vector. Employing that then

+ T -Z + -T -T -Z .
AZ = AZIIAZII Z and AZ = AZ = AZIIAZII Z ' we obtal.n from theorem 15 the lower

bounds

:4

(6)
IIAZII Z

" Yk(A)-+ z
IIA~II

-+ TIIA I IIIIAZII Z + + IIA IA1AZII

and

- Z
(7)

II AZII Z
" Yk(A) •+ - Z + IIA~II

':"l' +
IIA11IIIAZli Z + IIAZAZA]II

Employing the Z-norm, we obtain from (4)

IIA+II~ + -+ + zII (O,AZ) + AI(I, -A IAZ)II Z

+ z -+ + zIIAZII Z + IIA I (I, - A1AZ) liZ "

+ Z -+ Z + Z
" IIAZII Z + IIA1IIZ(l + IIA IAZII Z)

and it follows that

(8)

Similarly, we obtain from (5)

(9)
{I + (I +
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Although lower and upper bounds for the singular values are known in the

literature (Ky Fan [3J), we believe that no lower bound for 0k(A) has been

given before that employs a partioning of A.

rows of A except the i-th row

be the orthogonal projector on

lIa~(I-p(i)ll. Consequently, we
~

have

Next, let us derive an upper bound for yk(A).

Let A(i) denote the matrix consisting of all

which we denote by a~. Let p(i) ;= A(i)+A(i)

the row space of A(i) • ~
Obviously, r(AP(i» = k - 1 and IIA - AP(i) II

( 10) min
Is:is:k

Remark.

If A
Z

is a row vector, we have in (5): IIAZ II

Z. 3.3.

The bounds for yk(A) given in Z.3.Z have the disadvantage that the pseudo

inverse of a matrix is involved, which reduces their practical value.

Let us assume that A has a decomposition

(11) AP = LR ,

where P is a permutation matrix, L is a

. h b . . r
l
R11

matr~x t at can e p~rt~t~oned as 0

(k-l) x (k-l) matnx.

A right-inverse of R that is immediately spotted is

R is a

(IZ)

Hence, a right-inverse of A is

We have
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(13) IIA (r),11

-1 I
IIR 11 (MIll [

-R-
1
R R+]

M ) II II 11 12 22 (M
12 + R+ 21

22

Theorem 16.

Let A be a k x ~ matrix (k S ~) with a decomposition such as (II). Then

Proof.
+ T -2

Substitution of P'22 = R2211R22112 in (13) and application of theorem 13,

gives the desired result. 0

The lower bound for Yk(A) given in theorem 16 still involves the evaluation

of the inverse of a matrix. However, if R
II

is a triangular matrix, this

offers no major problems.

An upper bound for yk(A) that is easier to compute than the bound (10) is of

course

( 14) Yk (A) S min
Isisk

Ila~11
1-

Applying (14) and theorem 14 in case for A a decomposition such as (II) is

known, we obtain the upper bound
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3. NUMERICALLY UNSTABLE, RECURSIVE, MINIMAL REALIZATION ALGORITHMS

In this chapter we shall investigate three recursive algorithms for computing

a minimal realization of an impulse response {s.}~ I' namely the algorithms1 1=
of Massey/Berlekamp, Rissanen and a new algorithm, which is somewhat faster

than the other two.

Under the preconditions that {s.}~ I admits a minimal realization of finite1 1=
order n and that an upper bound N for n is known, one finds with all three

algorithms the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of a minimal

realization of {s.}~ I in about 2N.n operations. Then a minimal realization1 1=
of {s.}~ I can immediately be given (theorems 0.1 and 0.3). If the coeffi-1 1=
cients of the characteristic polynomial were given, it would cost (2N-n-l)n

operations to verify them. This shows that all three algorithms are almost

optimal.

Unlike the algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp and the new algorithm, the algo

rithm of Rissanen is formulated as a decomposition algorithm for the infi

nite Hankel matrix associated with {s.}~ l' We shall show that the algorithm
1 1=

of Massey/Berlekamp and the new algorithm may also be formulated as decom-

position algorithms.

All three algorit~~s are numerically unstable; if all computations are per

formed with a finite precision of n, then - independent of the magnitude of

n or N - it is possible that the obtained characteristic polynomial does not

correspond exactly with a neighbouring impulse response of {si}:=I' and,

simultaneously, the obtained characteristic polynomial is not a numerical

neighbour of the exact characteristic polynomial of {si}:=I' The proof of

this will be founded upon the formulation of the algorithms as decomposition

algori thms.

Since the algorithm of Rissanen is originally formulated as a decomposition

algorithm, we shall not discuss the algorithms in the historical order but

first treat the algorithm of Rissanen.

A point of criticism of all three algorithms which will not be st:ressed

here, is that from a numerical point of view, a polynomial is certainly not

characterized in the best way by its coefficients.
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3.1. The algorithm of Rissanen

We consider an impulse response {si}:=1 that admits a finite order minimal

realization. We assume that for the order n an upper bound N is known.

H denotes the Hankel matrix associated with {si}:=I'

First of all, let us give an outline of the algorithm of Rissanen without

bothering for details.

The algorithm starts out with a pair k and ~ such that

(I) r(~ ~) = r(k+1 ~) = k, ,
and a decomposition for ~+I,~:

(2) ~+I,k+1 Hk+I,~ P = ~+J,~ ,

where

~+1 k+ 1 is a uni t lower triangular, (k + I) x (k + 1) matrix,,
P is a permutation matrix,

~+I,~ is an upper
T

1 sis k and ek+1

trapezoidal, (k + I) x ~ matrix with (R 1 D)' , ,. 0 for
T -1t+ 'N 1,1

~+I,~ = 0 •

From theorems 0.4 and 0.7, it follows that the coefficients of the charac-

" 1 '1 f '1" 1 I' , f {}k+~ f dter1st1c po ynom1a 0 a partla m1n1ma rea 1zatlon 0 s, '-I are oun
, T _ T, 1 1-

1n the last row of ~+I,k+J (ek+J ~+I,k+1 ~+I,~ - 0 .).

If k +~. ?; 2N, we have found the coefficients of the characteristic polyno-

mial of a minimal realization of {s,}~ 1 (theorem 0.6), and we are ready.
1 1=

Otherwise, if k + ~ < 2N, there are two possibilities.

Ei ther (l) holds for all values of ~': ~ s ~, s 2N - k, which is verified by

extending (2) to a decomposition for Hk+1 2N-k and establishing that the,
last row of ~+l 2N-k is zero, and then we are ready,,
Or there exists t' ?; ~ such that

k+1

and in that case k' > k is determined so that

r (Hk , ,~ , + 1)

which is the starting point again; the decomposition for ~'+I,~'+l

tained by updating the decomposition of ~+I,~'+I and the procedure

peated, Since k' + ~' > k + ~, the process on the whole is finite.
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The aZgorithm (in pseudo-algol)

2 := I;~ s2 = 0 do 2 := 2 + ];

2

3

4

5

6

k := 2; m := k + 2; {factorize Hk+],2};

while m < 2 x N do

begin 2 := 2 + I; m := m + 1; {factorize ~+1,2};

begin k := k + ]j m := m + J; {factorize Hk+1,2}

7 end

8 end

We shall give a formal proof of the correctness of this algorithm. Viz., it

is finite and it supplies in k the order n of a minimal realization of

{si}:=]'

First of all the finiteness.

The loop starting in line 5 can be executed atmost (£-k) times, because

r (Hk+1,2) = k +] implies k + 1 ,; 2 and k increases by one in any execution of

the loop. Hence, also the loop starting in line 3 is finite, because m in

creases at least by one in an execution of the loop.

Consequently, the algorithm describes a finite computational process.

After execution of line 2, we have k = £, and s1 = s2 = ••• s£_1 = 0, but

s2 I< O. So

o
, with s2 I< 0 •

Consequently, we then have

(I) k •
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Next, let us derive two invariant relations, one for the loop in line 5 and

one for the loop in line 3.

Suppose that just before the execution of the while-statement in line 5, we

have

(3) r(~,~) = k •

If r(Hk+1 ~) F k+l then, obviously, (3) s~ill holds after execution.,
If r(Hk+I,~) = k+I, then k := k+I, ~ is not changed. Hence, (3) holds after

line 6 is executed. Consequently, (3) is an invariant relation for the while

statement in line 5.

Suppose that (I) holds just before the execution of the while-statement in

line 3. If m ~ 2N then, obviously, (I) still holds after execution.

If m < 2N, then after line 4 has been executed it holds that r(Hk ~_I) = k,,
implying that r(~ ~) = k (or (3» holds just before line 5 is executed.,
Because (3) is invariant we have after execution of the while-statement in

line 5 that r(~,~) = k and r(Hk+I,~) F k, which is equivalent with (1).

So (J) is an invariant relation for the while-statement in line 3.

We can now conclude the proof of the correctness.

Since (I) holds after execution of line 2 and (1) is an invariant, we have,

eventually,

m=k+~~2xN and

Applying theorems 0.4 and 0.6, it follows that n = k. So, the algorithm is

correct, provided that we can factorize ~+I,~ and determine r(~+I,~)'

Next, let us turn to the factorization and the determination of the rank.

Since (I) is invariant, it follows that, whenever ~k+I,~ is factorized in

the computational process, we have r(~ ~) = k.,
Theorem I.

If r(~,~) = k, then ~+I,~ has a decomposition:

(4) Mk+I,k+1 ~+I,~ P = ~+I,~ ,

where Mk+I,k+1 is a unit lower triangular, (k+l) x (k+l) matrix,

P is a permutation matrix.
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1\+1.9.. is an upper trapezoidal. (k + 1) x 9.. matrix with (1\+1.9..\.i " 0 for

1 " i " k and (R-) # 0 if r (ll ) = k + J. The las t row ofk+I.9.. k+J .k+J --k+l.9..
1\+1 9.. is zero if and only if r(Hk+1 9..) = k. 0

• •
The proof of this theorem is elementary and. therefore. omitted. It is ob

vious that with the decomposition (4). r(l\+I.9..) can be determined.

The determination of the decomposition of the form (4).

(i) In line 2.

Let P be the 9.. x 9" matrix [ q/J]. The matrix H9" 9" P is regular and has
I' 0 •

lower triangular form.

It is readily verified that the decomposition

HQ.+J.9" P

where x = (x 1••••• X9".I)T is the unique vector such that X
T

H9"+I.9,, OTt

satisfies the condi tions of theorem J.

(ii) In line 4.

We have r(l\ 9..-1)
•the properties of

k and a decomposition for l\+1 9" with
•

~+I.k+l l\+I.9,,-1 P = 1\+1.9,,-1 •

The last row of 1\+1 9,,-1 is zero •
•

For l\+I,9.. it applies that

(5 ) :] = I1c+l.9,,-1 ~+l,k+l

If the last component of Mk+l k+l, is zero, we have in (5) a decomposi-
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tion for I\+I,R, as in (4); otherwise, ~+I,R, has (k+l) linearly independent

columns implying that r(~+I,R,) = k + 1 and we obtain a decomposition for

1\+1 R, as in (4) by adapting the permutation matrix in (5) such that,
(~+I,R,)k+I,k+1 ~ O.

(iii) In line 6.

We have r(Hk ) = k and a decomposition for a n with the properties of (4):, R, _ok, "

~,k I\,R, P = ~,R,

The element (~,R,)k,k ~ O.
For R it applies that-",R,

(6)

~,I

: 0) [~ R,]
I ~+I,R, P = ~ ,

~,k-I I 1 c

where (~,I"".~,k-l,l) denotes the last row of Mk.k'

Due to the Hankel structure of !\.+I.R,' (R, - 1) components of c
T

are also com

ponents of the last row of ~,R,; accordingly, cT has at least (k - 2) compo

nents zero.

If the matrix at the right-hand side of (6) is not upper trapezoidal, then

it is brought into that form by premultiplying the left- and the right-hand

side of (6) with elementary transformation matrices of the form

1. 0]
O· I. • '

J.l I

where the multiplier J.l is suitably chosen (Gaussian elimination).

Now, whether or not transformation was necessary, we have a decomposition

~+l,k+l ~+I,R, P = ~+I,R, •

with ~+l,k+l unit lower triangular, ~+I.R, of upper trapezoidal form and

the matrix consisting of the first k rows of ~+I,R, equal to Rk,R,'

If the last row of ~+I,R, is zero, then r('1t+l,R,) = k and we have obtain-

ed a decomposition for ~+l,R, as in (4); otherwise r(~+l,R,) = k + I and we

obtain a decomposition as in (4) by adapting P such that (~+I n )k+] k+1 ~ O.,,, ,
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At the end of the computational process, we have a decomposition for Hk+1 ~,
with the same properties as (4), we know that (I) holds and that k+~;:: 2N.

Consequently, the last row of

0.7, it follows that the last

the characteristic polynomial

Remarks.

R is zero and with theorems 0.4, 0.6 and. k+I,~
row of K 1 k 1 contains the coefficients of

1<+ , +

of a minimal realization of {si}~=I'

I. This algorithm is essentially the algorithm as it is proposed in [4J.

However, there is a difference in presentation. In [4J, Rissanen presents

his algorithm based on the coefficients of polynomials P(t)(A), which are

defined as follows:

Let met) := max{m I {s.}~ 1 admits a realization of order t}, then pet) (A)
1 1=

is the characteristic polynomial of degree t of a realization of {si}~~~)'
It can be shown that - in case t $ n - the (t+I)-th row of the final

Mn+1,n+l contains the coefficients of P(t)(A).

2. The algorithm can be accelerated somewhat by replacing lines 5 and 6 by

5 g r(~+J ~) = k + I~ k := ~;,
6 m:= k+~; {decompose ~+l ~};,
(theorem 0.9).

Doing so, the algorithm transforms essentially into the algorithm of which

theorem 0.10 states that it determines the order of a partial minimal

realization of {s.}~Nl'
1 1=

3. It is not essential that M is unit lower triangular.n+l ,n+ 1
A decomposition

M H P = Rn+l,n+l n+l,m-2n n+l.m-2n

with Rn+1,m-2n upper trapezoidal, diagonal ~ 0 and last row zero, and

Mn+1,n+l regular, is also suitable for finding the rank of Hn+1,m-2n and

the coefficients of a characteris tic polynomial.
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3.2. The algori thm of !lassey/Berlekamp

Again we consider an impulse response {s.}~ I that admits a finite orderl. l.=
minimal realization and we assume that for the order n an upper bound N is

known. With the algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp one can find the coefficients

of the characteristic polynomial of a complete minimal realization. The al

gorithm does so by recursively determining the coefficients of polynomials

Pm(A):

Definition 2.

Pm(A) is the characteristic polynomial of a partial minimal realization of

{si}~=I' PO(A) := I. D

is the characteristic poly
m+1

not of {si}i=I' then Pm+I(A)

P2 (h) is computed.

nomial of a minimal

The algorithm determines Pm(A) for the consecutive values of m:

m = 2~,2~+I •••• ,2N, where ~ = min{i I s. ~ oJ.l.
If for some m ~ 2~, P2~(~)

realization of {s.}~ I butl. l.=
is constructed using Pm(A) (= P2~(A)) and PO(h).

In general, if P I(A) ~ P (h), P I(A) is determined using P (h) and the
m+ m m+ I m

last polynomial in the sequence {P.(A)}~-2 thathas lower degree than P (h).l. 1= ~ m
Finally, P2N (A) is obtained. Since N is an upper bound of n, it follows with

theorem 0.6 that P2N(h) is the characteristic polynomial of a minimal real-
•• {}ex>l.zatl.on of si i=I'

The algorithm (in pseudo-algol)

2 P. := I;~ SP. = 0 ~ P. := P. + J;

3 m:= 2 x P.; {compute Pm(h)};

4 while m < 2 x N do begin if {P (A) realizes {s.}~+II}
- - m l. l.=

5

6 else {construct Pm+I(A)};

7 m := m+ I

8 end
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The determination of PZt(A) (line 3).

If t = min {si I i ~ O}. then Ht • t is a triangular matrix with non-zero

diagonal.
Zt

Therefore. r(HHI.t) = r(Ht • t ) = t. With theorem 0.4. it follows that {si}i=1

admits a partial minimal realization of order t. Theorem 0.7 shows that

where (xl ••••• xt.l) is the vector so that

This triangular system of equations is easy to solve; the solution is unique.

The determination of Pm+I(A) (lines 5 and 6).

Let

P (A) = Aq + x Aq- 1 + +m q ••• xl'

Since m ~ Zt > degree(PZt(A» = ~. it follows with theorem O.IZ that m > q.

Applying theorem 0.7. we obtain

If d = O. then Pm(A) realizes

Let us suppose that d ~ O. so

P (A) = AP + YAP-I + ••• + Y
It P

be the last polynomial of lower degree than Pm(A).

If t = O. then p = O. q = t and. thus.

(Y1.· ...Y .I)H +1 = (O.....O.c) •
p P.q

with c = St ~ 0 •

If t ~ O. then. with theorem 0.11. it follows that q = t-p+ I; since

Pt(A) ~ Pt+I(A). we obtain from theorem 0.7 that also in case t ~ 0:

(8) (Y I .....Y .I)H +1 = (0.....O.c) •
p P.q

with c .;. 0 •
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It follows from theorem 0.11 that degree (Pm+I(A)) = max(q,m+l-q).

We distinguish two cases:

(i) q > m- q + 1 or degree (Pm+1(A)) q.

From (8) we obtain by inspection:

(9) (O .... ,O.yj .....y .1,0, ....0)
~ P
Zq-m-I SZq+p-m-l

s
q

sp+q

(0 •••• ,O.c) • e f. 0 •

So. because of (7) and (9):

According to theorem 0.7, we have

(ii) q S m-q+l or degree (Pm+1(A)) m+l-q.

From (8) we,obtain

(y J" •• ,yp' I .0 .....0)Hm_q+Z•q (0 •••••0 .c) •

and from (7)

(O ••••• O.xl.···.x .I)H Z
(J q m-q+.q
m+I-Zq

Similarly as in case (i) it follows that

(0 ••••• O.d) •

Remark.

As one not might have expected. it is possible that Pm+I(A) f. Pm(A) although

degree (Pm+I (A)) = degree(Pm(A)) (case (i)).
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3.3. A new algorithm

This algorithm is also concerned with a recursive determination of the coef

ficients of Pm(A). the characteristic polynomial of a partial minimal real

ization of {s.}~ I'
1 1=

The essential difference with the algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp is that this

algorithm determines only those elements of the set

{PO(A).P22(A).P22+I(A) ••••• Pm(A)} that are unique (according to theorem 0.11.

Pm(A) is unique if m ~ 2 degree(Pm(A»).

As in the algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp. we need a fictitious polynomial

PO(A) := I.

The aZgon thm (in pseudo-algol).

k := 0- PO(A) := I-• •

2 2 := I- ~s2 = o do 2 := 2 + I-• •

3 k:= 2; m := k + 2; {compute Pm(A)};

4 while m < 2 x N~ if r(~+1 2+1) = k + I
•

5

6

7

8

then begin k := 2 + I; 2 := 2 + I; m := k + 2;

{construct P (A)}
m

end

else begin 2 := 2 + I; m := m + I end

The algorithm is essentially the same as the algorithm of which theorem O.IC

states that it determines the order of a partial minimal realization of
m

{si}i=I' with the exception that at lines 3 and 6 the determination of Pm(A)

is inserted. In the proof of that theorem we showed that after execution of

line 3 we have

and that this relation is not changed afterwards.

Applying theorem 0.4. it follows that if in the computational process Pm(A)

has to be determined. then {s.}~ I admits a unique minimal realization of
1 1=
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order k; the characteristic polynomial of that realization has degree k and

coefficients (xl ••••• xk.I). where (x] •••••xk.l) is the unique vector such

that

With theorem D.7. it follows that r(~+l.~+I)

l' { }m+1does not rea ~ze si i=I'

k + 1 if and only if Pm(>..)

The dete~ination of Pm(A).

(i) In line 3. See the algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp.

(ii) In line 6.

Any change of k in the computational process is followed by the evaluation

of a characteristic polynomial, which- as a consequence of the foregoing

has degree k.

It is obvious that - if k changes in line 5 - k has assumed at least two

preceding values.

Let p < q < r be three subsequent values for k and let the corresponding

polynomials of degrees p. q and r be. respectively,

P (>..):= >..P + yp>..P-1 + ••• + YI 'ml

p (>..):= >..q + x >..q-I + ••• + xI '
mZ q

P (>..) := >.. r +m

We shall show how Pm(>..) can be computed using P (>..) and P (>..).ml mZ
If P = D. then q = ~, and

(YI"" ,y ,I)R 1 = (D .....D,c)P p+,q with c = sR, '" D

If P > D. then it follows with theorem D.7 that also then

(YJ'.",Y.J)R+ 1 = (D .... ,D.c)P p,q with c '" D ,

since, otherwise, after the value of P. k cannot assume the value of q.

Similarly, we obtain

(X1' .. ·,X ,J)R 1 • (D, ••• ,D,d)q q+,r

Let X be the (r-q+2) x (r+ I) matrix
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o
X :=

Then, by inspection,

o

x
q

x
q

·0
o 0

r-q+l.

(
q

)
Id

0 -*I
I

XH I =: y •
r+I,r

I 0
I d
I
IC *

Let v be the unique vector so that vI 1 and vTy OT. Then, if
T T T Tw :=vX= (wl .....wr,I),wehave wH I O.r+ •r

Applying theorem 0.7, it follows that

3.4. The algorithms of 3.2 and 3.3 as decomposition algorithms for the

Hankel matrix

In the foregoing we gave three algorithms for finding a minimal realization

of an impulse response {si}~=I' Unlike the algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp

and the new algorithm we proposed in 3.3. the algorithm of Rissanen is for

mulated as a decomposition algorithm for the infinite Hankel matrix H asso

ciated with {si}~=I' Since all three algorithms supply the rank of the

Hankel matrix H (according to theorem 0.1, this rank is equal to

the order of a minimal realization of {s.}~ I)' it is to be expected that
1 1=

the algorithms of 3.2 and 3.3 can also be formulated as decomposition algo-

rithms.

In the following we shall prove that the algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp is a

decomposition algorithm for H. For the algorithm of 3.3 the same can be

shown; however. this proof goes very similarly and will be omitted.
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Theorem 3.

Let ~ := min{i I s. ~ O} and n S N. If for some m with 2~ S m S 2N the
J.

algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp has supplied the set of characteristic poly-

nomials {PO(A),P2~(A),P2~+I(A)"",Pm(A)},then a factorization can be con

structed

where

M H
t,P+ I p+ I,m-p

R
t,m-p

p degree(Pm(A».

t min(p+J,m+]-p),

M is a t x (p + I) matrix oft,p+1
R is a t x (m - p) matrix oft,m-p
(Rt m-p)i i ~ 0 for I sis t-I, ,
The last row of M containst,p+1

full row rank,

upper trapezoidal form with

and eT R = OT.
t t,m-p

the coefficients of Pm(A).

Let

Proof.

The proof is rather tedious and lengthy. First, we introduce some auxiliary

notation.

k
{Pt. (A)}i=l is the subset of {PO(A),P2~(A),P2~+I(A)"",Pm(A)}

J.

obtained by discarding Pi (A). 2~ sis m- I, whenever

degree(Pi(A» = degree(Pi+I(A» •

k
Except perhaps for Pm(A), {Pt. (A)}i=l contains precisely those PiCA) that

J.

are uniquely determined (theorem 0,11).

We have by definition

t I = 0, t 2 ~ 2~, ••• , t k_ 1 s m- I and t k m

and, since P2~(A) is unique, Pt (A)
2

(10)
n.

P (A) = A J.
t.

J.

n.-I
+ X. A J.

J.,n i
+ ••• + xi,l .

It is readily seen that
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and it follows from theorem 0.11 that

(II) ni +1 = t i + 1 - ni (2 $ i < k) •

Since m ~ t k_ 1 + I, it shows from (II) that

(12) m ~ ~ + n i +
1

(I $ i < k- I) •

t. t.+1
Because Pt. (A) realizes {si}i~1 but not {si}i~1

1.

we must have (theorem 0.7)

(13)

(the validity of (13) in case i = I is readily verified).

The rest of the proof is a matter of putting two and two together.

Let 1 $ i < k - I.

Because ~ + I > ni +1 we can define the (ni +1 - ni ) x (~+ I) matrix

ni +1
~ \

0 xi,l x. I. l.,ni

X. := 01.

xi,l x.
1., ni

(
n. + Il.

Because m- ~ ~ ni +1 ( 1 $ i < k-I), we obtain applying (13)

o

(14)

n.
1.
~

I c.
I 1.o :
I

,0
<

*
C.

1., *
(Note that (14) does not hold for i = k-l, unless m-~ ~ ~.)
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Let i = k - I.

We define

o

Xk_I,1 ••• xk- 1 a
, K-I

~_I +1

I

o ! 0
I
I

t I xk-1,1 ~-I'I\-I
~ ~(---------=~)

max(O,Z~-m)

~-I

"

Since m-~ ~ ~-l' we have min(~-~_I' m-~ -~_I) ~ O.

If m-~ = ~_I' then ~_I is an "empty" matrix.

If m-~ ~ ~, then ~_I is comparable with Xi' I :S i < k- I.

Applying (13) it follows that

(15) x. H -K-I n +1 m-a 
k ' K

~-I
~I

I ck- 10:
:0
I

I

* :I
I
I

• I
ck - Il

i"* min

t
(~-~-l'

m-~ -~-J) •

m-~

Having completed all preparations we now see by inspection that

(16)
~-I

HR.
~+I,m-~ s.m-~

~.l IJ

where R has upper trapezoidal form with non-zero diagonal and last
5,m-~

row zero.

We have

s = n2 + (n3 - nZ) + ••• + (~_I - ~-Z) +min(~ - ~_l,m - ~ - ~_I) + 1

= min(~ + I,m-~ + I) =: t

The matrix at the left of H in (16) is by definition M +1'
*.* t.~
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Since

[~'I ' *"l) r' '~

*,nk .
0

t-~

~-I
. 1 -I

I I
(17) I -----T--'-----

rl * II• I

'0 I 0 nk I
XI I 1-

it holds that M has full row rank. 0
t,~+1

Corollary 4,

If t = P + I = ~ + I, then the factorization is a decomposition and U~+I,~+I

is unit lower triangular up to a permutation of its rows, 0

Theorem 5.

The algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp starts essentially with the factorization

of theorem 3 for m = 2~, and repeatedly updates the 'factorization for m to

a factorization for m+ I, until m = 2N.

Proof.

Let us suppose that P2~(A),P2~+l(A)"",Pm(A)are available, but Pm+I(A) not.

If P (A) realizes {s'}~+II, then P I(A) = P (A) and the factorization of
m ~ ~= m+ m

theorem 3 for m+ 1 can easily be obtained,

If P (A) does not realize {s'}~+II, then P I(A) ~ P (A).m ~ ~= m+ m
Let p = degree(Pm(A», From theorem 0.11 we obtain

q = degree (Pm+
1

(A» = max(p, m+2-p) ,

Consequently,

m+2-p ~ q, or, m+2-q ~ p < q+ I.

Therefore,

t I = min(q + I, m+ 2 - q) = m+ 2 - q •

Except for the last row of M, I that should contain the still unknown
t ,q+

coefficients of Pm+I(A), we can now construct the factorization of theorem 3

for H •
q+I,m+l-q'

M Hm+2-q,q+1 q+I,m+l-q Rm+2-q,m+l-q
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If. provisionally. we take for the last row of M the shifted row:
*.*

(o..... o.x. I..... xk .1) •
1<. .p

+q-p'"

where the ~.i denote the coefficients of Pm(A). then

*. *
Rm+2-q.m+l-q

o *
*

Premu1tip1ying with an elementary transformation matrix of the form

1

o
o

with suitably chosen multiplier IJ. annihilates the last row of R * and
*.

transforms the last row of M into the coefficients of P I(A). This is
*.* m+

exactly the way in which the algorithm of Massey/Ber1ekamp obtains P I(A). 0m+

From theorem 5 it follows that the algorithm of Massey/Ber1ekamp can be for

mulated as a decomposition algorithm for the infinite Hankel matrix associ

ated with {s.}~ I'
~ ~=

In 3.2 we saw that. at the end of the algorithm. m= ZN and degree(Pm(A» en.

Applying theorem 3. we obtain that t = min(n + I. ZN + I - n) = n + J (N ~ n).

Consequently. the factorization for H I ZN is a de,composition withn+, -n
Mn+l •n+1 (corollary 4) unit lower triangular up to a permutation of its rows.

Theorem 6.

Let R. .. min{i I si I< O} and n s; N. If for some m.

rithm of 3.3 has supplied the set of polynomials

spective1y: n l = O. nZ = R.. n3 •••••~. and if

but not by P (A). then a decomposition cant
k

_
1

with ZR. s; m s; 2N. the a1go
k

{Pt. (A)}i=1 of degrees re-
~

{s.}~ I is realized by Pt (A)
~ ~=

be constructed: k

where
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(~+ I) x

" a for I

o

(m -~) matrix of upper trapezoidal form with

~ i ~ n. and e
T

I R J = aT.
I< nk+ ~+ ,m-nk

MIl contains the coefficients of Pt (1).
~+ ,nk+ k

M is a regular (n
k

+ I) x (n. + 1) matrix that is uni t lower trian-
~+I,nk+l I<

gular up to a permutation of its rows,

R is a
~+I,m-nk

(R I )..nk+ ,m-nk ~,~

The last row of

Theorem 7.

The algorithm of 3.3 starts essentially with the decomposition of theorem 6

for m = Zt, and repeatedly updates the decomposition for m to a decomposi-

tion for a greater m, until m ~ ZN. 0

From theorem 7, it follows that also the algorithm of 3.3 can be formulated

as a decomposition algorithm for the infinite Hankel matrix. In the up

dating procedure of this algorithm we have always decompositions, due to the

fact that only characteristic polynomials are supplied that are uniquely

determined.

The algorithms of Rissanen and Massey/Berlekamp, as well as the algorithm of

3.3 employ the structure of a Hankel matrix in their updating procedures by

taking, provisionally, for the still unknown rows of a new M shifted rows
*,*

of a former M •
*,*

3.5. The numerical stability of the algorithms

3.5. I.

In section 3.4 we saw that the algorithms are decomposition algorithms for

the Hankel matrix associated with {s.}~ I' i.e. finally a decomposition
~ ~=

PM H P =RI n+I,n+1 n+I,m-n Z n+l,m-n

is supplied, where MIl is unit lower triangular, the P~'s are permuta-n+ ,n+ ~

tion matrices and R I is upper trapezoidal with (R 1 ) .. ~ a forT n+ ,m-n T n+ ,m-n ~,~

I ~ i ~ nand e 1 R I = a ; m ~ ZN with N an upper bound for n.n+ n+ ,m-n
In the case of the algorithm of Rissanen, PI is the identity matrix; in the

case of the other two algorithms, Pz is the identity matrix.

All three algorithms find this decomposition in a recursive way.

Counting divisions and multiplications, it can be shown that the total num

ber of operations is for each of the algorithms about m' n; the algorithm of 3.3
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being somewhat faster than the others. This is a factor n less than other

decomposition algorithms require; triangularization by Gaussian elimination,

for example, would cost ~nZN - ~n3 operations. The reason that 50 few compu

tations are needed, is that the algorithms exploit the Hankel structure.

This is, however, also the main reason for the numerical instability.

3.5.Z.

Since the algorithms have the same characteristics, we treat only the algo

rithm of Rissanen.

If the algorithm of Rissanen is implemented on a machine in the way it is

that may occur, it holds thatP ~ R
*,*

have
T

ek+ 1
mate

described in 3.1, then it will certainly deliver the wrong value for n. In

3.1, the rank of ~+I,Z is taken to be k, if e~+1 ~+I,Z = OT and taken to

be k+ I, otherwise. However, in the computational process, we, generally,
T - T - .

:hat ek+1 ~+I,Z = iz(ek+1 Hk+I,k+1 ~+I,Z) '" 0, even ~f

~+I k+J Hk+J Z = 0 • Therefore, we shall arrange that in any approxi-, , -
decomposition M H

*.* *,*
either (i~. ).. 0, I(R* *)i jl T Pe. II, andor > nlle.M III1H***,* ~tJ , , 1. *,* • J

either 61 ).. I (M* *), .1 T -0, or > nil e. Mil.*,* ~tJ , ~,J ~ *.*

Let N be an a priori given upper bound for the order n of a minimal realiza

tion. If perfonned without round-off errors, the algorithm of Rissanen cor-

responds with a mapping f from the input set

V = VI u Vz u ... U ON

into the output set

R R
I U RZ U U RN '

where Vk (I ~ k ~ N) is the set of all impulse responses that admit a mini

mal realization of order k and where R
k

(I ~ k ~ N) is the set

N+I
x € JR ; xk+J '" 0, xk+2 = ••• = xN+1 = O} •

If x € Rk , then xI + xZA + ••• + ~+IAk is the characteristic polynomial of

a minimal realization of some impulse response {si}:=1 € Vk'

So, f has the property that f(Vk) c Rk •
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If performed with round-off errors, the algorithm of Rissanen corresponds

with a mapping f£(f) from V into R. Unlike f, f~(f) has not the property

that f£(f)(V
k

) c R
k

•

A metric in V is defined by:

is a Hankel block associatedZN) Hk+l,ZN-k

\l({si}:=I'O).

Note that, if for some k (0 $ k <

ZN
wi th {s i} i= I' then 111l\+ I, ZN-kIIIZ

A metric in R u {a} is defined by

~'(rl,r2) = IIrl-rZII
Z

where r
i

E R U {a} c JRN+I (i = I, Z) •

Now, applying the notations and definitions of chapter I, the algorithm of

Rissanen is numerically stable on V, if it is backward stable on V:

(18)

or, if it is forward stable on V:

( 19)
II H (f) (d) - f (d) liZ

II f(d) 11
2

< CznJ.

We shall investigate whether the algorithm of Rissanen is numerically stable

on V.

Let N Z and let us consider d E V:

{s.}:' 1
~ ~=

{ E , 1, I , 0, ••• } wi th 0 < E < !

so chosen that {si}:=1

theorem 0.4 it follows

Applying the algorithm

(see 3.1):

We assume that the unspecified elements of {s.}:' 1 are
~ ~=

admits a complete minimal realization of order 2 (from
-1 .

that this-may be done: si+1 = (si -si_I)(I-e:) for ~;:, 4).

of Rissanen to d, we obtain with exact arithmetic

~ := I; k := 1; m := 2; the decomposition for Hk+I,~

[:] .

H2,l is:
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R. := 2; m ::: 3; the decomposition for
1\+I,R. H2 2 is:,

r }
O)H (~ ~] ,vi th a 1-£

-}
=l -I I 2,2

,
-£

r(1\+} R.) =k+I=2;
•k := 2; m := 4; the decomposition for 1\+I,R. H3,2 is obtained as follows:

[ 1_1
0

~]H3" .
£ } )

-£ 1 0
a-I J

0
-}

-£ a -E:

Premultiplying by the elementary transformation matrix

T =
}

[
0
-}

-aE:

o

o ~]
gives

[ 1
0

01

[:
1 ]-}

}-E:
~r3,2 =

a
-I -} -} -]

-aE: -E: -aE: - E:

Premultiplying by the elementary transformation matrix

T, = [:

0

~]1
-I -1 -1(aE: + £ )a

gives the decomposition for H
3

,2:

[

1
-I-E:

-] -] -I -I -I
- (0.£ + £ )a £ - aE:

o
]

-} -I -} -]
(aE: + E: )a - E:

The computational process is stopped, since m = 2N; ,the characteristic poly

nomial of a minimal realization of {s.}~ 1 is determined by x E R2:
~ ~=

-] -} -] -] -I -I -]' -] -} T .. } '} T
x .. (- (aE: + E: )a E: - aE: • (aE: + E: )a - E: • I ) .. ('E"=T' 'E"=T' 1) •
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We shall study the effect of a single round-off error in the computation of

a:

a = a (I + n) , o < n <

We assume that n is so small that the algorithm can be applied to the given

impulse response on any machine with relative precision n without a break

down in the computational process.

We then obtain

- - -} -1 --I -I - -1 - -I -I --1 -I T
x = (- (aE: + E: )a E: - aE , (aE + E )a - E , 1)

and one readily verifies that

(20) x-x 1 E - 1 -I T
n( ( 1)(1 ) - -2- , (~- 1)(1 +n) ,0) .E E: - + n ~

E

If the algorithm of Rissanen is forward stable, then it should be possible

to give an upper bound for

II~ - xll 2 1

IIxll2 n
that is independent of E (see (19». However, lIi-xll

2
contains a term of the

-2
order of E whereas II x 112 is bounded. Since E may be arbitrarily small it is

impossible to give an upper bound independent of E. SO, the algorithm of

Rissanen is not forward stable on V.

Next, we shall investigate whether the algorithm of Rissanen is backward

stable on V.
corresponds

{s.}~ l' So,
~ ~=

and for all n smaller

If the algorithm is backward stable on V, then the obtained x

exactly with a numerical neighbour {s.}~ 1 of the given input
~ ~=

in our example, we must then have that for some H3 2,
than some nO'

(21 ) -T -
x H3,2 and

= H3 2 - H3 2 and suppose, ,
from (21) that then

where Cj is independent of H3,2 and n.

Let n be chosen so small that, ~n the following analysis, we may account for

higher order terms in n by mUltiplying the first order terms with a factor
T -T T1.1; let IJ.x = (lJ.x l ,lJ.x2,0) = x - x and let IJ.H3 2,

that the algorithm is backward stable. It follows
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OT = T 6H + 6xT H
x 3,2 3,2

and, therefore,

Using ...!... III °111 5: II ° II 2 5: 12/11 °111 212 z and (21), we obtain

and, hence

4C 1T1I1 HZ Zll2, (say) ,

independent of E.

that is independent of E. Therefore, our

Rissanen is backward stable, is false.

Since C2(HZ,Z) < 5, if 0 < E < 1, it follows that

11 6x l1 2However, it is a contradiction with (20) that ----- has an upper bound
II x ll Z

supposition that the algorithm of

Summarizing, it follows that the algorithm of Rissanen and, similarly the

algorithm of Massey/Berlekamp and the algorithm of 3.3, is numerically un

stable on V.

3.5.3.

One reason for the instability. which is intuitively clear. is that. in updating

the decomposition, nonstabilized elementary transformation matrices may

occur. In the example in 3.5.2 with which we proved that the algorithms are

numerically unstable, the transformation matrix T1 as well as the transfor

mation matrix TZ are nonstabilized (if 0 < E < I. then l-aE-
1 I and

I(aE-
1

+E-1)a-11 are both greater than I). These nonstabilized transforma

tions need not occur if the demand that M should be unit lower triangu-
*.*

lar is dropped. It is not necessary that 11 should be unit lower tri-
*.*
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angular (see the last remark of 3.1). Therefore, let us adapt the algo

rithm of Rissanen so that only stabilized transformations occur and investi

gate whether the adapted algorithm is numerically stable on V.

Again let N = Z and consider the impulse response

{s.}~ I = {s,I,I,a, ... } ,1 1= a<s<~.

We apply the adapted algorithm to this sequence.

We obtain, successively, with exact arithmetic:

~ ;= 1; k := I; m := Z; the decomposition for ~+I,~ HZ 1 is:,

[
a I) H

-1 s Z,I = [~) •

~ := Z; m := 3; the decomposition for ~+I,~ = HZ,Z is:

r(~+1 ~) = k + I = Z.,
k := Z; m := 4; the decomposition for ~+I,~

e: - 1 (I (31 < I) •

H3,Z is obtained as follows:

a
-I e:

a -1

(3

-I

Premultiplying by the stabi Ii zed transformation matrix

[-:
a

~]T3
a

gives

[-; a

-,~,]e: 0 1!3,Z 0

-(3-1 e: 0

Premultiplying by the stabilized transformation matrix
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0 0

T4 0 I 0

0
_ -S-I

S

gives the desired decomposition for H3 2:,

[ 0

0

:]-] 0 H3 2 0
-S;] S-] ,

-E-S--S-I E 0

The computational process is stopped, since m = 2N; the characteristic poly

nomial of a minimal realization is determined by x E R2:

x =
-S-I S-I T -e: e: T

(-S-,-e:-S--S-I,e:) = (rl'rl,e:) .

We shall study the effect of a single round-off error in the computation of

S:

ii = S(I +11) ,

We assume that 11 is so small that the algorithm can be applied to the given

impulse response on any machine with relative precision 11 without a break

down in the computations.

We obtain

x =
ii+1 ii-I - T(- -_-,-e:-_--S-I ,e:)

S S

and one readily verifies that

I -E T
11«e:_I)(1 +11)' (e: _1)(1 +11) + ]-e:, 0)

It follows that

which is an important improvement compared to 3.5.2, but still it can be

shown, as in 3.5.2, that the algorithm is numerically unstable on V.
The obvious reason is the use of the trick: take, preliminary, as last row

for a new M the shifted last row of the preceding M • In our example we
*.* *.* -I

see that this trick gives M3,3 a condition number of about e:
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~,

In [3J, Rissanen proposes a recursive algorithm to find a decomposition

Ii P=L R.
-~+I,I k+I,k+1 . k+I,1 '

where P is a permutation matrix, ~+I,k+1 is unit lower triangular and

1\+1 1 is upper trapezoidal,,
In that article he does not exploit the Hankel structure, He updates the

decomposition by Gaussian elimination in case 1\+1 1 is extended with a row,
or a column, Since he does not use a pivoting technique and, consequently,

it is not possible to bound pivots away from zero, also this algorithm can

be shown to be numerically unstable,

3,6, The ~pproach to be followed in chapter 4

In chapter 4 we shall propose an algorithm for finding a minimal realization

of {si}~=1 in a recursive way, This algorithm will be formulated as adecom

position algorithm for the Hankel matrix associated with {s.}~ I'
~ ~=

It will be shown that the algorithm is numerically stable,

From 3,5 it follows that it is necessary for numerical stability that in

the updating procedure of an approximate decomposition

~+I,k+1 1\+1,1 P ~ ~+I,I

nonstabilized transformation matrices do not occur; nor may the Hankel

structure be exploited in the way it is done by the algorithms discussed in

this chapter, This implies that the algorithm will need O(n3) operations,

In 3,5 we did not pay much attention to the fact that the problem to deter~

mine the rank is, numerically, an ill-posed problem (chapter 2), That this

is so, implies that we may not expect - even if the algorithm can be shown

to be numerically stable - that the finally supplied value of n is the

order of a minimal realization of {s.}~ I' Therefore, the new algorithm
~ ~=

determines not the rank, but, instead, the E-stable rank of the successive

Hankel blocks, We shall then be able to prove that the finally supplied

value of n is equal to the lowest possible order of minimal realizations of

numerical neighbours of {s.}~ I'
~ ~.

In chapter 5, it will be shown how this numerically stable algorithm can be

used to approximate a given impulse response by one that admits a lower

order minimal realization,
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4. A NUMERICALLY STABLE, RECURSIVE, MINIMAL REALIZATION ALGORITHM

4.1. The algorithm

The algorithm is essentially the algorithm of Rissanen as it is discussed

in 3.1. However, instead of the rank of ~+I,~ the &-stable rank of ~+I,~

is determined and another decomposition method is used. In pseudo-algol the

algorithm is:

2

{compute k and ~

&1 = tol*IIl\,~1I2

m:=k+~;

k, where

3 while m < 2*N do

4 : = ~ + I; m : = m+ 1; {decompose Hk+1 R.};,
5

6

7

8

£ := tol*II~+I,~1I2;

while r (H- I') k+1 do
--- £ -1{+ ,"

begin k := k+ I; m := m+ I; {decompose ~+I ~};,

9 end

10 end

Assuming that the algorithm is applied to a non-trivial impulse response

{si}:=1 that admits a minimal realization of order n and assuming that all

computations are performed exactly, we shall show in this section that the

algorithm is correct, Le.

under certain conditions for Nand tol, the finally supplied value of k is

equal to n and with the decomposition of the final Hankel block ~+I ~ a
00 '

minimal realization triple for {si}i=1 can be given.

In subsection 4.1.1 we show that the computational process is finite and that

the finally supplied value of k is equal to n, provided that N ~ n, that tol

is small enough and provided that r&(~+l,~) can be determined from the de

composition for any pair k and ~ occurring in the computational process.
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Insubsection4.1.2 •• wediscuss two decomposition methods and show that.

from the de-is small enough. rE(~+I.~) can be determined

~+I.~ •
in subsection 4. 1.3 we

indeed. if tol

composition of

In conclusion. show that with the decomposition of the
'"final Hankel block ~+I.~ a minimal realization triple for {sifi=1 can be

given.

4. I • I.

Let us suppose that N is an a priori known upper bound for n.

We define:

Theorem 1.

If 1 S k S ~. k + j, S 2N + I. 0 < tol * Co < ! and E:

k.

~.

Since r(~.j,) ~ rE(Hk.~)' we have rE(~.j,) = k implies r(~.~) k.

Let r(~.~) k. The definition of Co implies that

(crl(~.j,) ~ cr2(~.j,)

values of ~.~).

Consequently.

~ ••• ~ crk(H
k

~) > 0 denote the non-trivial singular
•

Applying theorem 2.10. we obtain that rE(Hk.~) = k. o

Theorem 2.

If 1 s k S j,. k+~ S 2N. 0<tol*max{CO'C 1} <! and E

then
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Proof.

Let r(Hk,~) = k, then either r(Hk+l,~) = k or r(Hk+I,~) = k + I.

If r(Hk+I,~) k, it follows from the definition of CI that

and thus
-]

~ (C 1 to1) £ > 2£ •

Because Gk+I(Hk+I,t) 0, it follows with theorem 2.10 that r£(~+I,~) =k.

If r(lIk+ I ,,,,) = k+ I, it follows with theorem I that r£(~+I,9.) = k+ t. 0

\,e assume that 0 <

the computational

= tol*IIHk +I ,,,,1I2 ,

tol*max{CO'C
1

} < ~ and that, if for some pair (k,~) in

process we have to determine r£(Hk+I ,,,,) with £

this may be done using the decomposition of ~+I ~.,

Let ~ := min{i I si ". A}. As in section 3.1 we have r(H~,~) = r(Hh1,.Q) = ~.

It follows that "':0; n:O;:-;. Let k =~, then k+"':O; 2N. Applying theorems I

and 2 we obtain that

r (H
k

, )
£ I ,~

r (H
k

I ,) = k
£2 +, ~

and k :0; ~, k + ~ :0; 2N

The finiteness of the computational process is proved similarly as in 3.1.

Let us suppose that just before the execution of the while-statement in line

6 we have a pair (k,~) such that

(**) r(Hk,~_I) = r(~+I,~_I) = k and k ~ ~, k+~ ~ 2N •

Since then r(Hk "') = k, theorem 2 shoWG that,
r£(Hk+l,~) = r(~+I,~) where £ = tol*II~+I,~1I2 •

If r£(Hk+1 "') = r(Hk+1 9.) = k, we have after execution of the while-state-, ,
ment that (applying theorem I) the formula's (*) hold.

If r£ (Hk+1 ~) = r(Hk+1 ~) = k + I, then theorem 0.9 part (ii) shows that, ,

for k + I :0; t '" ~ •
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Hence we have t + l ::; 2N for k + I ::; t ::; l. Applying theorem 1 we obtain that

t

It is now easily verified that after the execution of the while-statement

in line 6 the formula's (*) hold.

We saw that (*) holds just before the execution of the while-statement in

line 3.

If m k+l 2N, then (*) holds after the execution.

If m = k + l < 2N, then l := ,q, + 1 (line 4) and, thus, k < ,q, and k +,q, ::; 2N.

Applying theorems 1 and 2, it follows from (*) that (after l := ,q, + I) we

have r(~,,q,_I) = r(Hk+I,l_l) = k. Hence (**) holds just before the execu

tion of line 6. Consequently, after the execution of line 9, we have that

(*) holds.

So, (*) is an invariant relation for the while-statement in line 3. Hence,

at the end of the computational process (applying theorems 1 and 2) we have

k+,q, = 2N and

From theorems 0.4 and 0.6 it follows that then k = n.

4.1.2.

Theorem 3.

If r(Hk,,q,) = k, then Hk+I,,q, has a decomposition

(2) Mk+l,k+1 ~+I,l P = ~+I,,q, ,

where Mk+I,k+l is a regular (k+l) x (k+l) matrix, P is a permutation matrix,

~+l,,q, is an upper trapezoidal, (k+l) x,q, matrix with (~+I,,q,\,i '" 0 for

1 ::; i::; k and (~+l,l)k+I,k+1 '" 0 if r(~+I,l) = k+ I.

The last row of ~+I,,q, is zero if and only if r(~+l,,q,) = k. 0

In chapter 3 we saw that the decomposition method should have the property

that the decomposition of a Hankel block can be updated with relatively few

computations, whenever the Hankel block is enlarged with a column (as in

line 4 of the algorithm) or is enlarged with a row (as in line 7). Further

more, it is a demand that nonstabilized elementary transformation matrices

do not occur in the updating process and that the Hankel structure be not
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exploited in the way as it is done by the algorithms in chapter 3.

These demands rule out a number of decomposition methods: for instance,

Gaussian elimination because, if it is made recursive, nonstabilized ele

mentary transformations may occur, Gram-Schmidt orthogonalizatlon,

Householder orthogonalization and singular value decomposition, because

these three cannot be performed in a recursive way.

The first decomposition method.

Let, after execution of line 2, Hk+I,R. have a decomposition such as in (2).

(i) The updating process in line 4.

We have r(Hk n I) = k and a decomposition for a as in (2):
,~-k+I,R.-1

li H P
-K+l,k+1 k+I,R.-1

Consequently,

~+l,R.-l •

(3)

[

pI 0 ]
~+l,k+l~+I,R. --;-r---

o : I

If the last row of the matrix at the right-hand side is not zero, the per

mutation matrix is adapted so that the element with the largest modulus in

the last row stands in the position (k+l),(k+l). Doing so, a decomposition

for ~+I,R. is obtained such as in (2).

(ii) The updating process in line 7.

We have r(~,R.) = k and a decomposition for ~,R. as in (2):

~,k~,R. P = ~,R.

with

Furthermore, we have
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The matrix at the right-hand side is transformed into upper trapezoidal

form by premultiplying the left- and the right-hand side of (4) by

T(k+l) := T(k,k+l) T(I,k+l), where

rJ

0
I 1 • . . °

IT(i,k+! )

I
• 1 0
:0

k+2-i

t
0 I •

II, •
1

or

o
T(i,k+l)

o
° . I
• 1 O'
'0' .• 1.
1 • • • lJ i

[ k+2-i

i

(J :0; i :0; k) •

k).i :0;(J :0;

-*.,

o
*

I
I
I
I

1*
* I

-----------~-------lO.O*.*I*,,*
+----;-+

1

T(i,k+I) ••• T(J,k+l)

The multipliers ~i are so chosen that

That form of T(i,k+l) is chosen for which the multiplier lJ i is contained

[-I,IJ. Consequently, the T(p,q) are stabilized elementary transformation

matrices. If at the end of this process the transformed matrix at the

right-hand side of (4) has non-zero last row, then the permutation matrix P

is adapted such that the element with the largest modulus in the last row

stands in the position (k+I),(k+I). The regularity of

(k+ I) i('\ ,I OJ11 •= ,"" Ik+l,k+J . T ----,---
OT I 1

(k+l)
follows from the regularity of ~\,k and T • Consequently,

tained a decomposition for ~+l,~ of the same kind as (2).

we have ob-
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A second decomposition method.

Let after the execution of line 2, ~+J,£ have a decomposition such as in

(2) with ~1k+I,k+1 orthogonaL

The updating of the decomposition in line 4 of the algorithm proceeds along

the same lines as in the first decomposition method. Since in this updating

process Hk+l,k+1 does not change, '1k+ I ,k+l is still orthogonal after the up

dating.

In line 7 of the algorithm, we have r(Hk ,£)

such as in (2):

wi th ('\ £\ k f 0 and !1k k orthogonal.
" ,

Furthermore, we have

k and a decomposition for Hk £,

(5)

The matrix at the right-hand side is transformed into upper trapezoidal

form by premultiplying the left- and the right-hand side of (5) by

T(k+l) '.= T(k,k+l) T(I k+l) 1, ,w lere

o
TU,k+l)

C.
l.

1 :0U
-so

l.

s.
l.

.0
I •

where c i = cos(Qli)' si = sin(Qli) ,

(I sis k) •

The rotation angles Ql i are chosen such that

T(i,k+I) ••• T(I,k+l)
* t!

I

o l ** I0-:-5-;-:-;';-::-;-
+--;----+

1.

(I sis k).
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:= T(k+l)
~+],k+1

The T(p,q) are Givens matrices ::+:~a[ne ro~~~ons (]in the p-q plane).

If the last row of the matrix T -------------- is not zero, then the
(sk+]" .sk+t)P

permutation matrix P is adapted such that the largest element of the last

row stands in the position (k+l),(k+I).

The (regularity and) orthogonality of

Mk,k ~ 0)

-~;-t---~J

follows from the (regularity and) orthogonality of ~ k and T(k+I).,
Summarizing, we have obtained a decomposition for ~+],£ such as in (2).

The nwnber of operations.

We compare the number of operations that the decomposition methods require

for the decomposition of a k x k matrix A; we assume that the principal

minors of A are unequal to zero so that for the permutation matrix P the

identity matrix can be taken. Let Ai be the i x i matrix

(A) 1 1 (A) 1 ., ,~

A. ( I s i < k) ,
~

(A). I (A). .
~, ~,~

and let us suppose that with anyone of the decomposition methods we may

obtain the decomposition

(6) M.A. = R.
~ ~ ~

with Mi a regular i x i matrix and R
i

an upper triangular i x i matrix.

The matrix Mi is the product of a strictly ordered sequence of transforma

tion matrices T(p,q) where s p < q s i. T(p,q) affects only the p-th and

the q-th row of the matrix to which it is applied. Since there is only one

transformation matrix T(PO,qO) in this sequence if 1 S Po < qo s i

and since any transformation matrix is further characterized by two
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numbers (a plane rotation by cos(~) and sin(~); a stabilized elementary

transformation matrix by the multiplier ~ and a number indicating whether

the multiplier is on the diagonal or not), it is possible to store the in

formation concerning all transformation matrices in an i x i array without

actually computing M.• It is obvious that this technique of storing M. in
~ ~

product form may result in a considerable saving in the number of operations.

If the matrices M. are stored in product form, the approximate number of
~

operations for updating (6) to a decomposition for Ai + 1 (counting divisions

and multiplications) is with the first decomposition method

(A)I,i+1

1. 2 f .
2~ or the evaluat~on of r i + 1 := Mi

(A) •• +1
~,~

The second decomposition method (which from now on will be referred to as

reaursive Givens decomposition) requires 4i 2 operations for updating (6)

to a decomposition for Ai +1•

Consequently, the first decomposition method requires asymptotically ~k3
. d .. d .• 4k 3 .

operat~ons an recurs~ve G~vens ecompos~t~on '3 operat~ons.

~.

If the matrices M. are actually computed, the first decomposition method
53~ . 73

will require 6k operat~ons, and the second one '3k operations.

The number of operations needed by recursive Givens decomposition can be

reduced. The product of a plane rotation and a vector (requiring 4 multi

plications when evaluated as

sin(~) )

can be evaluated with three multiplications if one switches partly to the

tangent of the half rotation angle T = tan (! ~).
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Since

1- c s
, = -s- = "'i"+'C

and, thus,

c = 1 - s, , s

it follows that

, + ,c

Consequently, there are four ways to evaluate b
l

and b
2

with three multi

plications:

(7)

(9)

(8)

(10)

b
l

a
2

, + c(a
1
+a

2
,)

b
2

a
2

- s(a
1

+ a
2
,)

b
l

T(a
2
+b

2
) + a

1

b
2

-a
l
s+a

2
c.

Applying (7), (8), (9) or (10), recursive Givens decomposition requires

asymptotically k3 operations for decomposing the matrix A, which is still

three times more than the first method requires. The formulas (9) and (10)

can also be found in Gill, Golub, Hurray and Saunders [2J.

Remark.

With this modification it is necessary to store three parameters of each

plane rotation: c, sand ,.

Another way to reduce the number of operations of recursive Givens decompo

sition is due to Gentleman [IJ and Hammerling [3J. Let us suppose that we

have a matrix stored in product form
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and we want to premultiply this matrix with a plane rotation. Because, if

c = cos (<p), s = sin«(jl) and t '" tan «(jl), we have

[
c sJ [d I 0] = [Cd 1

-s c 0 d
Z

0

it costs asymptotically Zk operations to obtain the new product form

d
Z ... (a 1k +

d
Z

[c:
1 o 1 (all + t

d
aZI ) tdaZk )

1 I

cdZJ d 1 d
1{-t- all + a Z1 ) ••• C-tralk + a Zk )dZ Z

Applying this technique, recursive Givens decomposition requires asymptot

ically ~k3 operations, which is twice as much as the first decomposition

method.

Remarks.

I. There are eight ways to wri te [c sJ [d 1 0] as a produc t of a new
-s c 0 dZ

diagonal matrix and a matrix X so that the multiplication of X and

r
aIl ... a

1kJ costs asymptotically Zk operations. These eight ways are
la Z1 ••• a Zk

determined by the following forms of X:

X l: :J
and

, [: 1[: J[: 1[: :].
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In practice, it

[
* I].I * ~n case

is sufficient to use [~ :] in case lei ~

lsi ~ il2.

il2 and

2. There is clearly a danger of underflow in the elements of the diagonal

matrix when a sequence of plane rotations is involved. This can be

avoided by storing the exponent of the diagonal elements separately or

by normalizing occasionally (Hammerling [3J).

3. With this technique it is necessary to store four parameters of each

plane rotation: one parameter to indicate whether [~ :J or l: ~] is

[*
1 *1]used and, if for instance

d
l

d
2

is used, the values of c, t d and t -.
2 d l

The determination of re;(!\+I,R.) with the decomposition.

In subsection 4.1.1 we saw that application of the algorithm to a non

trivial impulse response {s.}~ I supplies the order of a minimal realiza-
~ ~=

tion, provided that tol is small enough and re;(!\+I,R.)' with

e; = tol*II!\+I,R.II2' can be determined from the decomposition of 11<+1,.11.:

~+I,k+1 11<+1,.11. P = ~+I,R. •

Omitting the subscripts, we know that R can be partioned as

with

only

that

RI1 a regular k x k matrix of upper triangular form. R22 = OT if and

if r (11<+ I .11.) = k. Partioning M correspondingly, we found in chapter 2,

where

R.b =
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and

From theorem Z.IO, it follows that r (a ) can be determined with theE -1<:+1,9-
lower and upper bound for 0k+I(Hk+1 9-) unless,

Because either tb = ub = 0 or 0 < tb ~ ub, (II) cannot hold if tol is small

enough. The number of possible pairs k and 9- in the computational process

is finite. so, tol can be chosen so small that rE(~+I,9-) can be determined

with the decomposition of ~+I 9-' for any possible pair k and t.,
In order to evaluate rE(!\+I,t)' ub as well as tb should be computed. We

see that with the first decomposition method more operations are necessary

to determine ub and 9-b than with recursive Givens decomposition, because in

the latter case M is orthogonal. Even if 9-b is replaced by

II RZZIIZ I--...---,;;,;;.-=----- IIMfZR- I R

11 '(- III IZ) liZ + II R-III II R II
II Z ZZ 2

the number of operations required to evaluate IIMIIZ and IIM;llIz - or the order

of magnitude of these numbers - makes the first decomposition comparable

with the second decomposition method as far as the amount of work is con

cerned. Because a decomposition with orthogonal M is superior (see subsec

tion Z.3.1) when the E-stable rank is determined, we shall from now on

assume that the algorithm employes recursive Givens decomposition.

4. I. 3.

At the end of the computational process we have

(12) ~+I,k+1 ~+I,9- P .. ~+I,t

with k = n, k + t = 2N and the last row of ~+I,R- equal to zero. In chapter 3

we already saw that a minimal realization triple for {s.}~ I is given by
1. 1.=
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0 I

00

( T
e 1) k( 13) 0 (sl·· .. ·sk) •

0
-xI -xk

T -I
with (xl •••• ,~,I) = aek+1 Mk+I,k+1 where a = (Mk+I.k+l)k+l,k+l·
We shall give a number of minimal realization triples that can be con-

structed with (IZ). where the realization matrix does not have companion

form. We assume that ~ > k. Omitting the subscripts and defining

L := M- I = MT, U := RPT, we obtain from (IZ)

(14) H = LU •

The last row of U is zero.

Notation 4.

.e
l k, I

~~ := (~. I'· .. ·~· k)
~ 1. t 1.,

T
u. := (u1 ...... uk .)
~ ,~ .~
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,;; i ,;; .e + I
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Theorem 5.

L1 is regular, U
I

has full row rank.

Proof.

We have, as the last row of U is zero,

Since r(H 1) = k, the statement follows.

Theorem 6.

D

Proof.

Employing the fact that HZ appears in two different ways as a submatrix of H

and that the last row of U is zero, the result follows. D

From theorems 5 and 6, we obtain, if u~r) is a right-inverse of U1'

L U U(r)
I Z 1

and

From these three relations it follows that

i~ A (I ~ i ~ k)
1.

(l~i~i-I).

If I ~ i ~ k, we obtain from (14)

If k < i ~ k + i, we have

Consequently, the following theorem applies:
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Theorem 7,

A minimal realization triple for {s.}~ I is given by
1 1=

Corollary,
co

Other realizations for {si}i=1 are given by

o

(16)

and

(17) (H~r)H2' H~r)hl' hl)~_1 '

where H~r) is a right-inverse of HI'

The realizations (16) and (17) are readily obtained from (15), The triple

(16) is equal to the triple (13); however, it is derived in another way,

We have, essentially, three minimal realizations for {si}~=I:

-I
(L I L 2 ' u l ' ~ I)k

(U u(r)
u l ' ~ I) k2 I '

(H H(r)
hI' ~I) k '2 I '

IJ

If the decomposition (14) holds approximately, these three will all supply

different impulse responses {;.}~ I' In that case we expect that the triple
1 1=

will supply the best impulse response because, obviously, this triple con

tains the most information about the matrix H,
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Remarks.

I. In theorem 7 we have

A = L-1L = U u(r)
I 2 2 I •

Obviously, we may take for u~r) any right-inverse of UI.Henceforth, we

shall use the pseudo inverse of U1•

2. Because the matrix M is stored in product form, the vector
T T T T

l1. 1 = elM (I - ek+1 ek+l ) is not directly available. By applying the full

sequence of plane rotations to e
l
, the vector l1. 1 is obtained with ap-

. 1 k2 .prox~mate y operat~ons.

4.2. The numerical stability of the algorithm

In 4.1 being concerned with: if the computations are performed without er

rors, is then the supplied output correct, we are in this section concerned

with the question: if the computations are performed with small errors, is

then the supplied output "satisfactory".

In subsection 4.2.1 we discuss the numerical stability of recursive Givens

decomposition, defined in 4.1.2. In subsection 4.2.2 we study the determina

tion of r g (Hk+I ,l1.) with the decomposition, and, finally, in the subsections

4.2.3 and 4.2.4 we investigate the numerical stability of the algorithm.

4.2.1.

Recursive Givens decomposition starts out with the decomposition of a small

Hankel block and updates the decomposition whenever the Hankel block is en

larged with a row or a column. For any k and ~ in the computational process

a decomposition is obtained of the form

~+I,k+1 Hk+I ,l1. P = ~+I,l1. •

Let us suppose that the starting point is H2,1' Then every column of ~+I,l1.

originates by premultiplying a column of ~+I,l1. (h j say) by a sequence of

plane rotations:

~+I,k+1

where T(p,q) for

{T(k,k+I) •• T(I,k+I)} •• {T(i,i+I) •• T(I,i+I)} •• {T(I,2)}

:s; p < q :s; k + 1 is a plane rotation in the p-q plane.
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Let all computations be performed with a relative precision of n, where n

is so small that no break down in the computational process occurs. We

investigate the multiplication of a vector vI by a sequence of plane

rotations T , ••• ,T I • We may compute approximate plane rotations T.,s ~

I ~ i ~ s, and thence compute the vectors

:= fR,(T.v.), I ~ i ~ s •
~ ~

We define

The methods for computing TiVi that we discussed in subsection 4.I.Z have

the property that for some positive number x

For instance, if the computation of vi +1 is so organized that four multi

plications are involved, then one may prove that x = 3 + z/2 (Wilkinson

[5J).

Consequently,

s-I
~ xn II v I liZ {I + (J + xn) + ••• + (I + xn) }•

Hence, if n is small enough,

Let ~+I,~ be the matrix obtained with inexact computations and let

~+I,k+1 be the exact product of the exact plane rotations occurring in the

computational process (so Mk+1 k+1 is orthogonal).,
From (18) it follows that

(19) ~+I,k+1 ~+I,~ P = ~+I,~ + ~~+I,~

where i\+ I, ~ has upper trapezoidal form and, if n is small enough,
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Hence,

3

IIlli\+I,2I1Z S 1.1 !k(1 +k)2 XTl 1I~+I,2I1Z •

From (19) it follows that

(ZO) ~+I,k+1 (~+I,2 + ll~+I,2) P = i\+I,2

with
3

(ZI) II llHk+1,2 liZ = 1I~+I,k+llli\+I,2 pTIIZSl.l !k(l+k)2 XI) 111\+1,2 liZ •

From chapter I, it follows that recursive Givens decomposition is back-

ward stable: ~+1,2 is obtained by exactly applying a sequence of plane

rotations to a matrix that is a numerical neighbour of 1\+1,2'

Remarks.

I. The approximate plane rotations T(p,q), where I S P < q S k + I, are

stored, not the exact plane rotations. So, we cannot determine the

exact M •
k+I,k+1

Z. The matrix lli\+I,2 is a full matrix; ll~+I,2 is not a Hankel matrix.

3. Employing that the plane rotations affect only two components of the

vectors to which they are applied and employing that there is a regular

ity in the sequence of rotation matrices, it is possible to give a

sharper bound than (ZI); using a similar technique as Wilkinson in [5,

pp. 134-137J one may prove that the bound can be sharpened by a factor

v'k+T.

A posteriori error anaLysis of the decomposition methods.

In the computational process r£(~+I,2) is determined from (ZO).

In order that this is possible at all, it is necessary that £ > IIll~+1 211Z

an~, consequently, thatlllli\+ 1,2 liZ (= IIlll\+ 1,2 liZ) or an upper bound for '

Illl~+ 1,2 liZ is known. An a priori bound is, generally, too pessimistic. An

a posteriori estimate for IIlli\+1,2 liZ may be obtained by applying the same

sequence of Givens matrices to ~+1,2 but now in double length (the param

eters determining the Givens matrices have to be computed in double length

as well).
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4.2.2.

In subsection 4.1.1 we saw that, if

the finally supplied value of k is equal to n provided that r£(~+I,2) with

£ = tol*II~+I,2112 can be determined from the decomposition of ~+1,2 for

any pair (k,2) occurring in the computational process. In subsection 4.1.2

we showed that, tol being small enough and the computations being exact,

r£(~+I,2) can be determined from the decomposition of ~+I,2' In this sub

section we show that, provided that n is small enough, a value of tol exists

such that (22) holds and r£(~+1 2) can be determined from the approximate,
decomposi tion:

(19) ~+I,k+1 Hk+J ,2 P = ~+I,t + ~~+I,~ •

Furthermore, we shall discuss how the particular value of tol may be chosen

(a subject that has been avoided so far).

Let (k,~) be a pair such that ~ k ~ 2, k+~ ~ 2N and that, if tol satis

fies (22), r£(~,~) = r(~,2) k holds with £ = tol*II~,~1I2' Let Hk+I ,2

have the decomposition (19) and let

From chapter 2 it follows that

where (employing the same partioning as in subsection 4.1.2)

(23)

Hence,

This result is based on two well known theorems:
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(a) if a symmetric matrix A is perturbed by a matrix E, then all eigen-

values of A are at most perturbed by liE 11
2

,

(b) the matrix [:T :] has eigenvalues ± al(B) ••••• ± °k(B).

Consequently, if ~+I ~ is perturbed by ~~+I ~. the singular values of- . - .
l1t+I.t are at most perturbed by 1I~~+1.~1I2'

From theorem 2 it follows that, if tol satisfies (22),

re: (11t+. l~) r(Hk+I~) holds with e: = tol * II Hk+1 ~ "2, In order that., ,
re:(~+I.~) can be determined from (24) we should also have (theorem 2.10)

or

2e: > ub + 0k+l.t in case r(~+I.t) = k

Consequently, in addition to (22), tol should satisfy

(25a)

or

tol ~ k+ I •

(25b) tol >
(ub + 0k+I,~)

i1~+I.tIl2
in case r(11t+1 t) = k,

The bounds (25a) and (25b) depend on n. Since we are dealing with a rational

process of which the outcome and the interim results depend continuously on

the data. the decomposition (19) has. if n is small enough. the same prop

erties as the decomposition of ~+I,~ that would have been obtained with

exact computations. Therefore, if n is small enough. then the bound (25a) is

larger than some positive constant or the bound (25b) may be less than any

positive number. Hence. then tol exists such that (22) and (25) are satis

fied and re:(~+I.~) can be determined from (24).

The number of possible pairs (k,t) is finite. Consequently. if n is small

enough, then tol exists such that (22) and (25) hold for all eligible (k.t)

and re:(~+I,t) can be determined with the decomposition.
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Summarizing, we have

(26) 3 <I 3t I V < [ft(f)(d) € R ].
flO 0 fl flO n

Here, as in chapter 3, Vn denotes the set of all impulse responses ad

mitting a minimal realization of order n. R
n

denotes the set of all minimal

realization triples of order n (which is slightly different from the defi

nition of Rn in chapter 3). ft(f)(d) denotes a minimal realization triple

that may be supplied by the algorithm.

Next, let us discuss the particular choice of tol. First of all, we note

that, if (22) and (25) hold for a tol that depends on k and t, it still may

be shown that the finally supplied value of k equals n. Let us suppose that,

indeed, tol depends on k and t and that

- -I -

1 6 <5 (I + II (R I1 R12) II ) II Ii. II-I
to k+I,R. :=. k+I,R. I 2 -1t+I,R. 2 '

is small enough,

dependent on the

and partioning as

(2Sb). Since r(Hk+1 R.) = k, we have, if fl
- '-(19) the last row of ~+I,R. + 6~+I,R. is linearly

rows of ~+I,R. + 6~+I,R.' Omitting the subscripts

it follows that

that in

first k

before,

Because <5 k+I ,R. approaches zero if fl approaches zero, (22) holds if fl is

small enough. In case r(~+I,R.) = k+ I, (2Sa) holds for the same reason if

fl is small enough (note that the right-hand side of (2Sa) is a lower bound
-I

for Co ).
Let us consider

and, hence,

Since ub = IIR22 112, we obtain
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whence, if n is small enough,

(27)

Substituting (27) in the right-hand sUe of (25b) gives

So, (25b) is satisfied if n is small enough.

Consequently, if in lines (5) and (8) of the algorithm

is replaced by

then, provided that n is small enough, r£(~+I,~) can be determined from

(24) and the finally supplied value of k is equal to n.

The algorithm can only detect to a certain extent whether n is small

enough: in case r£(~+I,~) cannot be determined with the decomposition.

However, if r£(~+I,~) can be determined, this is a strong indication that

n is small enough.

Remark.

If for some particular input impulse response it is a priori known which

values for n are small enough, then it is not necessary to verify (25a) as

well as (25b). The algorithm may verify either (25a) or (25b).

For instance, if one finds
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4.Z.3.

In this subsection we investigate the sensitivity of a realization triple

to small changes in the impulse response and. conversely. the sensitivity

of the impulse response to small changes in a realization triple. It will

appear that in both cases the condition number of H is involved.
n.n

Let us consider the impulse response

{si}~=1 = {a.I.I.Z•••• } where 0 < a < I •

that admits a minimal realization triple of order Z (r(Hz•z) = r(H3• Z) = Z).

The condition number of HZ•Z is:

z V z 'C (H ) = Z(a+l) -4(a-I)+Z(a+l) (a+l) -4(a-l) •
Z Z.Z 41a - II

If Ia - II « I. we obtain in first order approximation

4
CZ(HZ•Z) = la - II

Employing (16). we find the minimal realization triple for {s.}~ I:
~ ~=

(a~1 [0 a-I]. [aJ. [1])=: (A.b.c)Z'
-I Za - I I 0

Let us suppose that the realization matrix A is perturbed with 6A such that

IMI s niAI.

For instance.

A = A+ M= _1_ [0
a - I -I

(a - I )( I + a I )]

(Za-I)(I +8
Z

)

with la.1 s n (i = I.Z).
~

The impulse response that is generated by the triple (A.b.c)Z is:

with
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4 21 4 21
We see that {L (s.-;.)}2 {L S.}-2 is of the order of

i= 1 ~ ~ i= I ~

n(a- 1)-2 ~ nC;CH 2 2)' Hence, no realization algorithm is backward stable,
on the input set V , because the backward error may be of the order of

2 n
C2(H )n and C2(H ) cannot be bounded on V •n,n n,n n

Next, let us investigate the sensitivity of a realization triple to small

changes in the impulse response.

We consider the same impulse response

{s.}: I = {a, I, 1,2, ••• } where 0 < a < 1 •
~ ~=

Let us suppose that {si}~=1 is perturbed:

with 18.1 ~ n (i = 1,2).
~

By applying (16) one may

with realization matrix

verify that {s.}7 I has a minimal realization triple
~ ~=

Let

A=

o

(I +6
3
)2 - 2(1 +8

2
)

a(l + 6
3

) - (I + 8
2

)2

2a - (I + 62)(1 + 83)

2
aCI +8

3
) - (I +8

2
)

tJ.A := A - A •
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If n is so small that higher order terms may be neglected, we find

IIMIIZ
Hence,~ is of the order of nCZ(Hz,Z)'

Consequently, any realization algorithm is not forward stable on the input

set Dn, because the forward error may be of the order of CZ(H )n andn,n
CZ(H ) cannot be bounded on D .n,n n

The conclusion of this subsection is that any realization algorithm is nu-

merically unstable on Dn, since the condition number of H cannot uniform-n,n
ly be bounded on Dn • In the next subsection we shall investigate on which

subset of Dn the algorithm proposed in this chapter is numerically stable.

Remark.

The algorithms discussed in chapter 3 are numerically unstable on subsets of

D for which CZ(H ) is small; this is obvious from the example with whichn n,n
the numerical instability was proved.

4.Z.4.

Let N be an a priori known natural number such that N > n. We saw in sub

section 4.Z.Z that application of the proposed algorithm to some d € Dn
results in a value of k that is equal to n provided that all computations

are performed with a relative precision of n < nO(d).

In subsection 4.Z.3 however, we saw that the algorithm can only be numeri

cally stable on a subset of D
n

•

We consider the following subset of Dn as input set:

-I lSn+l]:= {d € V I CZ(H ) :;; B1; II H : liZ:;;n n,n n,n .
sZn

where Bi > 0 (i = I,Z). The output set is

R := {(A,b,c) I (A,b,c) is a realization triple for some d € D }.
n n n n
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In R we define the semi-metric
n

IJ'«A,b,c)n' (A,b'~)n):= inf {IiA-TAT-Illz+llb-TbIlZ+llc-T-TCIIZ}

TEMn
n,n

Performed without round-off errors, the algorithm corresponds to the mapping

Performed with round-off errors, the algorithm corresponds to the mapping

(we assume that if the algorithm is applied to dE Vn(Bj,BZ)' indeed, n is

so small that f~(f)(d) E R ).
n

We shall show that the algorithm is forward stable on\Vn(B1,Bz) for all

positive numbers B] and BZ:

(Z9)

Remark.

It is clear from 4.Z.3 why a subset of V
n

is

is bounded. It is less clear why IIxlIZ' where

considere[: fo]r which CZ(Hn,n)
1 n+1

x = H- : ,should be
n.n .

sZn

V for which CZ(H )n n,n
by 1311 H liZ' where 13n,n

bounded. However, then it is possible to bound CZ(Hn,~)' which also influ

ences the forward error (H 1 n is the final Hankel block considered in then+ ,,,,
computational process). The vector (xT,_I) contains the coefficients of the

characteristic polynomial of {s.}~ 1 (theorem 0.3).
1 1=

Instead of Vn(B],B Z) we may also consider a subset of

is bounded (by B] say) and for which IsZnl is bounded

is some positive number. For then we have

IIH- 1 II
Z

IIH liZ (I+I3)~(j+13)BI(=: BZ say) •n,n n,n

On the other hand, if CZ(Hn,n) is bounded by B1 and IIxliZ by BZ then

leT H xI :5 BZ II H liZ'n n,n n,n o
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Let the algorithm. with n < nO(d). be applied to d € Vn(B 1.B2).

At the end of the computational process we have for the final Hankel block

!\+I.R.

k + R. 2N and k = n •

(30) Mk+I.k+1 !\+I.R. P = ~+I.R. + 6~+1.R. •

(31) e~+I(~+I.R. + 6~+1.R.) € span{er(~+I.R. + 6~+1.R.) I 1$ i $ k} •

The matrix Mk+I.k+1 is orthogo~al. P is a permutation matrix and ~+I.R. has

116~+1.R.1I2 I
upper trapezoidal form. For - an upper bound is known that is in-

1I~+1.R.1I2 n

dependent of d and n. Formula (31) holds because r(!\+I.R.) = r(Hk.R.) = k and

n is small enough (see 4.1.1 and 4.2.1).

Omitting the subscripts. it follows from (30) that

Let R be partioned

angular matrix. If n is

ular matrix

R12] __ • with R
II

an (n x n) regular upper tri-

R22
small enough. we may define the (n+l) x (n+l) reg-

I

lT =

-6R
21

(R
II

+ 6R
II

)-1

It follows that

is a decomposition for H of the form H = LU. where

and the last row of U is equal to zero (applying 31».

Let

L + 6L:= M- I = MT and U + 6U :=TRPT •
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Employing notation 4 of subsection 4.1.3 we obtain that

(32)

whereas the algorithm may supply

(33)

Because T does not affect the first n rows of (R+lIR), H(f)(d) can be

directly obtained from RPT and MT•

Before showing that the algorithm is forward stable on Vn (B
1

,B2) we give
-I -upper bounds for an (L

1
), C

2
(L

I
), C

2
(R

11
) and C

2
(H

I
) that do not depend on

d and n. First of all we need the following lemma.

Lemma 8.

Provided that n < nO(d), the permutation matrix P in (30) can be partioned

as

P IP I ) 0 J
o P

22

with P II an n x n (permutation) matrix.

Proof.

In the computational process, k successively assumes the values

kI' k l + I .....n- I. n •

If k
l

= n. then the algorithm starts out with a decomposition of the Hankel

block HI'n+ .n
If k

l
~ n, then in the computational process a pair (k.t) occurs such that

(i) k=n-I

(ii)

(iii) for ~+I.t a decomposition is known.

k+1

From theorem 0.9 it follows that n :;, t. Since also t :;, k + 1 = n. this shows

that t = n.
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Consequently, at a certain stage in the computational process a decomposi

tion is obtained:

M H P = R + ~Rn+I,n+1 n+l,n n+l,n n+I,n

Hereafter, H 1 is extended with columns only; the corresponding new col_ n+,n
umns of R are possibly interchanged, but not the old columns of R. SO,

indeed

P [PlIO]
° P 22

with P I1 an n x n permutation matrix.

Lemma 8 shows that

o

H P
n,n II

Hence, if n is small enough, we have the upper bound for C2(R 1I ).

II ~RII"2
(for _...:...:....::. as well as

II Rll l12

II ~R21112

II Rll 1l2

the upper bound 1.1 in(1 +n)3/2xn applies).

-INext, let us consider an (L
I
) and C

2
(L

I
).

T -I -I.We have L =M T or ML = T (M ~s orthogonal).

Let us pardon Mand Las [:11 :12] and [~II ~12], such that 11
22

and
21 22 21 22

L22 are the elements (M) I I and (L) I I respectively (so LI = L11 )·n+ ,n+ n+ ,n+
We have
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It follows that (since M
2Z

; 0 if n is small enough)

Hence, putting y := IM
22

I, <s := IlliZI liZ and employing the orthogonality of M,

I - <s

(35)

J
2 2

I+(I-y)
-J y

II L1I liz :$ ----"--.,.1 ,
2 2

(1 - Y )

Y

provided the denominator at the right-hand side is positive.

It is given that, in the !sn+ I]
Euclidean norm, x = H- I

: is bounded
n,n

sZn

Consequently, we have

II x liz

Hence,

IM Z1 "Z - <s

IM2Z \ <s
:$ BZ '+

or
Z !

(I - y ) - <s B
Z

:$ .
Y + <s

One may verify that from (35) and this last inequality it follows that

-I -I
(Jn (L 1) = II L II 1\2 :$ I. I (I + BZ)

provided that 1\ llRZI"Z II (R II + llR 11 )-1 liZ B
2

« I.

So, we have

(36)
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and

(37)

Furthermore, with (34) we find

(38)

Finally, let us investigate CZ(H 1).

Lemma 9.

Let A be a k x ~ matrix wi th k S ~ and r (A) = k. Le t b I': lR
k

•

There exist numbers mi (I sis k) such that

Z I) o~(A) + m.bTb (J sis k) •and (] i (A I b ~ ~

Proof.

If b = 0, the lemma is trivial. So, let b ~ O.

The singular values of (A: b) are the square roots of the eigenvalues of

AAT
+ bbT• The matrix bbT has rank one and a non-zero eigenvalue bTb.

Applying Wilkinson [5, page 98], the lemma follows.

Corollary.

CZ(A)( I

II b liZ !
CZ(A : b) s

+ II AliD •
Z

Proof.

(]~ (A: b) a~(A) T II b liZ
C;(A:b)

+ m1b b
C;(A)( 1 + -4) .

a~(A : b) a~(A)
T s

+ ~b b IIAIIZ

Corollary.

Let B be some matrix with k rows. Then
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Proof.

ILet HI be partioned as (H 11 I H12) where

2
+ II B1I2) •

IIAII~
o

s n
H
n,n

s
n

sR,_1
(R, = 2N - n).

Because the vector (xT,_I), where x = H- I [;n+I], contains the coefficients
n,n .

s2n

of the characteristic polynomial of d = {s.}~ I' we have (theorem 0.3)
~ ~=

sn+l sn+j sn+j+1· for all j ~ 0· x = .·sn+j s2n+j_1 s2n+j

We obtain

Continuing like this we find

Hence

Applying lemma 9, we conclude

(39)

2 i
+ IIHI211~) ~ 2N 2 IB

I
(I + B

2
) - n- •

II HII II
2
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-I -
After this investigation of an (L I ), CZ(L 1), CZ(R II ) and CZ(H I ), we can

prove that the algorithm is forward stable on Vn(BI,BZ)'

As a consequence of (3Z) and (33), we obtain

(40)

The first term at the right-hand side of (40)

In subsection4.1.3we saw that HI = L1U 1 and HZ = LIUZ' The row space of HZ

is contained in the row space of HI (a consequence of theorem 0.1).

L
I

is regular. Therefore, the row space of Uz is contained in the row space

of U]'

Hence,

(41) o

and it follows that

Because of (41), we have

Therefore, if n is small enough, it follows that

(42)

-I + + .
Since UI = L] HI and U] = HILI' ~t holds that CZ(U 1) S CZ(L1)CZ(HI).

Consequently, in view of (37) and (39), CZ(U I ) has an upper bound that does
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{
1I6U I liZ 116UZIIZ} 1

not depend on d and n. Also ~IU +~ - has an upper bound that is
II U 1 liZ Z Z n

independent of d and n (subsection 4.Z.I).

Hence,

(43)

The second term at the Pight-hand side of (40)

It instantly follows from (30) that

(44)

The third term at the right-hand side of (40)

We have

o

and

Therefore, if n is small enough, we have

T
I (M

T
) l,n+11 II RZ1IIZ CZ(R11 ) 116RZ1 llz11M 1liZ

1.1 CZ(R 11 ) 1• 1--T- " " (1n(L 1)T IIR11 IIZ IIR11 llzII t1llz II elL1llz

Employing (36) and (38), we obtain

(45)

Combining (43), (44) and (45), we see that the algorithm is forward stable

on Vn(B1,BZ)'
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Remarks.
+

I. We tacitly assumed that ~I ' 0. u1 ' °and UZU I ' 0. Since only non-

trivial impulse responses are considered. ~I ' ° and u l ' °hold.
+However. UZU I may be 0. In that case (41) shows that Uz = 0 and. there-

fore. we have {si}:=1 = {sl.O.O •••• } with sl ' 0. The numerical stability

of the algorithm for these impulse responses is readily verified.

T T T T
Z. We also assumed that (~I + ~~I) = elM (I - en+1en+l ) is calculated

exactly. This is impossible. since we have stored the approximate plane

rotations T(p.q) (I ~ p < q ~ k+ I). However. ~l + ~~I can be evaluated

with a relative error that depends on n but not on d € Vn(B!.BZ)' Hence.

the numerical stability of the algorithm is still guaranteed.

3. Given any impulse response d € V • we can indicate a subset of V con-
n n

taining d and a neighbourhood of d such that the algorithm is forward

stable on the subset. This is certainly not true for the algorithm of

Rissanen. Let us consider the impulse response d = {O.I.I.O•••• } € VZ'
Although the algorithm of Rissanen may do well for d. it does not do so

for a neigbour of d: dE = {E.I.I.O•••• } € VZ' In 3.5 we showed that the

forward error in a realization triple may be of the order of E-Zn. So the

algorithm of Rissanen cannot possibly be forward stable onaneighbourhood

of d.

4.3. Assessment of the algorithm

In this section we shall investigate - given an input {s.}~ 1 - how small n
~ ~=

should be and give an estimate for the number of operations (counting

divisions and multiplications).

4.3.1.

In section 4.Z we showed that the algorithm is forward stable on the input

set Vn(BI.BZ):

(Z9)

We did not bother to give a best possible value for C. because such a value

would have little practical significance. However. it is important to know

how large nO may be.
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In subsection 4.2.2 we saw that a local value of tol is used. We there saw

that, if for some pair (k,.q one has found that re: (I\,R.) = r(Hk,R.) = k, with

re:(Hk+I,R.) can be determined using the decomposition (19) so that

re:(I\+I,R.) = r(Hk+I,R.)' provided that n is so small that

or

(47) k

If r (Hk+I, R.) = k, then ub = II R22 11 2 may be as large as n 111\, R. 11 2 C2(I\,R.) and

hence e: should be at least of the same magnitude.
-I

The right-hand side of (46) is of the order of II Hk,R.112 C2 (I\,R.)' Consequent-

ly, to guarantee (46), we should demand that

2
eligible (k,R.)nC 2(Hk R.) « I , for all .,

Hence, we should have (see formula (I) )

(48) 2 IncO « .
The demand (22) implies that, if tolk+I,R. is chosen as above,

which is stronger than (48).

In subsection 4.2.4 we also repeatedly used the phrase "if n is small

enough". One may verify that there it is sufficient that nCO « I. So the

demand that the order of a minimal realization should be found imposes the

major restriction on n.
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4.3.Z.

The total of the operations required by the algorithm is the sum of the

operations required for the decomposition, the operations for evaluating

rE(~+I,~) and the operations for computing the realization triple. We

shall assume that it is a priori known how small ~ should be for a partic

ular impulse response. In that situation rE(~+I,~) can be determined

either by verifying (46) or by verifying (47) - see subsection 4.Z.Z,

remark I.

The number of operations needed for decomposing H I ~ recursively is,
Z I 3 Z 3 _ n+ , -

asymptotically: ~n - 3n • (3n for RII and Z(~-n)'!n(n-I) for RZI ')

If, in order to compute an a posteriori estimate of cSk+I,~ = 1I1\~+I,~lIz, the

entire decomposition is performed in double length too, an additional number
f .. d d Z I 3o operat~ons ~s nee e : ~n - 3n •

evaluation of rE(~+I,~) requires the computation

- -)as well as II (RII ) liZ' In case (47) is used, it is

- -1-

(
-(RI1 ) RIZ)

II liZ'
I

necessary to compute

In case (46) is used, the

(
-(R )-1 R )

of II II I IZ liZ

R IZ) --IliZ and II (R I1 ) liZ using a device due to Karasalo [4J.

An exact computation of these numbers involves 0(n4) operations, which is a

factor n more than the total of all other operations. Therefore, one would

like to be able to give reasonable sharp upper bounds for these numbers in

case (46) is used, to give a reasonable sharp lower bound in case (47) is

used and to compute these bounds with comparatively little effort. From

section 4.Z it is clear that also then rE(~+I,~) can be determined, pro

vided that n is small enough.

It seems that there is no way to compute a reasonable lower bound with few

operations. However, it is possible to compute upper bounds for
- -I

(

-(R
I1

)
II

I
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(J siS k)

-I
Then II R liE

Lemma 10.

Let R be a (k x-k) upper triangular matrix with (R) .. >
~.~

Let R' be a (k x k) upper triangular matrix with (R') ..
~,~

and (R'). . S -I (R). . I (I sis j S k).
~,J ~oJ

S II (R,)-IIi
E

•

Lemma II.

o (I sis k).

(R). .
~,~

o

(R). .
~oJ

Let R be a (k x k) upper triangular matrix with (R) .. > 0 (I s i
~,~

-a
i

(I sis j s k) with ai > O.

s k) and

Then

where

lJ I

k

L
i=1

I, lJ i

-z
\1. (R). .
~ ~.~

with
-I .

D. = a. (R). . (I s ~ s k - I) •
~ ~ ~,~

o

See Karasalo [4] for the proof of these lemma's.
-I Z

Lemma II shows that IIR I~ may be computed in about 6k operations.

Corollary.
k -I

Let R be defined as in lemma I I and let b € lR • Then II R b liZ can be com-

puted in about 4k operations. o

- -I

(
-(RII ) RIZ) --I

Upper bounds for II I liZ and II (R1I ) liZ may be computed as fo llows:

putting (R'II)' . := I(R II ) .. I (I sis k) •
~,~ ~,~

(R'II)' .
~oJ

:= - max
i<tSk

I (R
I
I)' 1 (J s i < j s k) ,
~,t

- -I - -I
then II (R; I ) liE is an upper bound for II (R II ) liZ

putting bi := max
kSjsR,-1

I(RIZ)' ·1 (I s i
~,J

s k)
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then

- -I

(

-(R11 )
II

I

It can be shown that the upper bounds may be obtained with about 9k opera

tions. So, globally, the evaluation of rE(~+J,~) costs about O(n
Z

) opera

tions.

The number of operations for computing a realization triple is chiefly de

termined by the evaluation of (UZ + AUZ)(U 1 + AU I) +. This may be done wi th

approximately ZnZ~ - n3 operations, which is about two times more than

the number of operations needed for the decomposition.

Remarks.

I. Even if it is unknown whether n is small enough, we only have to verify
2

(46) because we may compute an upper bound for nC2(~+I,~). If n is not

small enough, this becomes evident since then the upper bound will be

large.

Z. A realization triple in companion form can be given with O(nZ) operations.

However, as we remarked before, such a triple contains information only

anout the first 2n elements of {s.}~ I. Moreover, for instance the eigen
1. 1.=

values of a matrix are very poorly determined by its companion form.

3. It is conceivable that the magnitude of the numbers Co and C1 defined

by (I) may be reduced by scaling the input {s.l~ •
1. 1.=1 i ~

If {sil:=1 admits a realization (A,b,c)n then the scaled input {a sili=1

(a 1 0) admits the realization triple (aA,b,c) •
n
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(ii)

5. FILTERING AND APPROXIMATION

In this chapter we shall assume that we have only noisy input impulse

responses to work on.

In section 5.1 we investigate under which conditions on the noise one may

retrieve the order of a minimal realization of {si}:=1 from the noisy im

pulse response {s.}~ I'
1 1=

In section 5.2 we suppose that the noise does not satisfy these conditions.

There we study the two following problems:

(i) given an impulse response {s.l~ 1 and a neighbourhood of {s.}~ I' to
1 1= 1 1=

determine the minimum order of all impulse responses in that neighbour-

hood,

given an impulse response {s.}~ I and a number r. to determine the1 1=
nearest impulse response {;.}~ 1 that admits a minimal realization of1 1=
order r.

Throughout this chapter it is ap assumption that the computations are per

formed exactly (or with a relative precision n that is so small that the

effect of computational errors may be neglected compared to the noise).

5.1. Filtering

We consider a noisy input impulse response {s.}~ 1; the Hankel blocks asso1 1=
ciated with this response are denoted by H . Again. let N be an upper

*, * co
bound for the order n of a minimal realization of the unperturbed {sili=I'

In chapter 4 we saw that n may be found by considering a sequence of Hankel

blocks ~+I.R. with 1 ~ ~ ~ R.. k + R. :5 2N and r(~.R.) = k. consequen:ly • n

may be retrieved from {si}~=1 if it is possible to recognize from ~+I.R.

whether or not r(~.R.) = k and r(~+I.R.) .. k + 1 for all (k.R.) with

1 :5 k :5 R. and k + R. :5 2N or. equivalently. if it is possible to recognize

from ~.~ whether or not r(~.R.) .. k for all (k.R.) with 1 :5 k :5 R. and

k+R. ~ 2N.
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Lemma I.

Let A be a k x R. matrix (k :s; R.) with rCA) k. Then

IIllAliZ
I+~IIAIIZ IIllAliZ

-----r.~."... for all I:!.A such that CZ(A) ~AII < I.III:!.AIIZ lIaliZ
1 - CZ(A) ""'jj'A'jj'

z

Proof.

Let I:!.A be a k x R. matrix. We have

0
1

(A+I:!.A)

Cz(A + llA) .. ok (A+I:!.A) :s;

°1(A) +III:!.A liZ
cr

k
(A) -lillA liZ :s; Cz(A)

provided that the denominator at the right-hand side is positive.

Lemma Z.

Let A be a k x R. matrix (k :s; R.) with rCA) < k. Then

t'lllAIIZ)-1
CZ(A + I:!.A) ~ \"1AiG' - I for all I:!.A such that rCA + I:!.A) > rCA) •

~.

Since the smallest non-zero singular value of A + I:!.A is less than III:!.AIIZ if

r (A + I:!.A) > r (A), we have

o

IIAII Z - IIllAliZ
III:!.AIiZ

-1

(
lllAIIZ)
ll"'A1C - 1 •

Z
o

Remark.

These lemma's have no significance in case k .. I. If a (1 x R.) matrix has

full rank, then its condition number is always equal to one. Furthermore,

lemma Z has no significance in case A .. O.
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Let

( 1)
II i\ i - Hk i ll2

:;; k :;; i, k + i :;; 2N, ~ i ~ O}DO := max { Ir~ II ' .
,i 2

,

(2) Co := max {C2(~,i)
I :;; k :;; i, k + i :;; 2N + I, r(~,i) = k} •I

(3) C
1 := max { C2(~+I,i) :;; k :;; i, k + i :;; 2N, r(~,i) = k} .

(Co and C
1

are defined as in chapter 4.)

Lemma 1 shows that

i, k + i
1 +D

O
:;; 2N, r(~ i) = k} :;; Co 1 - CD'

, 0 0

provided that CODO < J.

Lemma 2 shows that (assuming that r(i\ i) has full rank),

min {c2(ii .) I I:;; k:;; R., k+R. :;; 2N r(H. ) < k} >..!.. - 1 •
--k,~ '-K,R. - DO

Hence, if

(4)

then, in principle it is possible to recognize from i\,R. whether or not

r(~,R.) = k (unless k = 1 or ~,R. = 0). Equivalent with (4) is

(5)

After this introduction, let us investigate whether with the algorithm of

chapter 4 we may determine n and, if so, which condition the noise should

satisfy.

It is clear from the preceding chapters that n may be determined with the

algorithm if

(i) an initial pair (k,R.) is known such that 1 :;; k:;; R., k+!1. :;; 2N and

r(~ R.) = k,,
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(ii) for all (k,J/,) with I S k S J/" k+J/, S 2N, tol
k

J/, can be chosen such,
that

and

(E:

(compare this with theorems 4.1 and 4.2),

(iii) for all (k,J/,) with I S k S J/" k + J/, S 2N and r(I\,J/,) = k, we can com

pute rE:(Hk+I,J/,)' with E: = tolk+I,J/, *11\+I,J/,"2' from the decomposition

(6) Mk+I,k+1 ~+I,J/, P = ~+I,J/,

that is obtained by updating a decomposition of ~ J/, (M is orthogonal,,
P is a permutation matrix, R is upper trapezoidal).

Ad (i).

If N is an upper bound for n, then (I,N) is such a pair.

Ad (ii).

From theorems 4.1 and 4.2 it follows that any tolk J/, such that,

has the desired property.

Ad (iii).

From (6) we obtain

(8) Mk+l,k+1 I\+I,J/, P = ~+I,J/, + A~+I,J/,

As in subsection 4.2.2 it follows from (8) that

(9) max{O,J/,b - 0k+I,J/,} S crk+I(Hk+I,J/,) S (ub + 0k+I,J/,)

where

J/,b
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If tolk+l.t satisfies (7). then r£(~+I.t) = r(Hk+l •t ) holds with

EO = tolk+I,t * 1I~+I,tIl2' In order that r£(~+I,t) can be determined

(9) we should have that in addition to (7), tolk+I,t should satisfy

(compare subsection 4.2.2):

(lOa) tolk+1 t s
max{O,tb - 0k+I,t}

in case r(~+I,t) k + 1, 1I~+I,t 112

or

( lOb) tolk+I,t > !
(ub + 0k+I,t)

in case r(~+I,R.) = k •
1I~+1 R,1I 2,

from

With a similar reasoning as in subsection 4.2.2 one may verify that with

( I 1)

r£(~+I,t) can be determined for all eligible (k,R.), provided that

°DO( ~ lI~k+I,~ ) is small enough.
+1, R. 2

Hence, the order of a minimal realization of {si};=1 may be retrieved from

{;.}~ I if DO is small enough.1. 1.=

Similarly as in subsection 4.3. I, it follows that we should have

The algorithm may detect itself whether (12) is satisfied (see 4.3.1).

Th b f " . 11 • 2 1 3e num er 0 operat1.ons 1.S asymptot1.ca y ~n - 3n •

~.

The demand (12) is considerably stronger than (5). It is possible to re-

trieve n from {;i}~=1 if DO max{CO'C I} « 1 by computing the smallest

singular value of ~+I,R. explicitly. However, this leads to a considerable

increase of the total number of operations.
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5.2. Approximation

5.2.1.

Let {s.}~ I' 0 > 0 and a natural number N be given.
~ ~=

We shall discuss the problem to find a natural number r N such that

r N = min{n I n is the order of a minimal realization of {;i}~=I'

such that Is. - -;;. I$;o for 1 $; i $; 2N} •
~ ~

We do not suppose that {s.}~ 1 is a realizable impulse response nor do we
~ ~=

presuppose a relation between {s.}~ I and O. However, we do assume that
~ ~=

Remarks.

I. In the preceding section a noisy impulse response {s.}~ 1was considered.
~ ~=

It was shown that, the noise being small enough, the order of a minimal

realization of the unperturbed {s.}~ 1maybe retrieved. Here, we do not
~ ~=

presuppose such knowledge concerning the noise.

. { }2N .2. It seems a b~t awkward to assume that any element of si i=1 may vary ~n

an interval of the same size, disregarding the magnitude of the elements

itself. However, this assumption enables us to apply the algorithm of

chapter 4 be it in a modified form. An essential feature of this algo

rithm is that, in order that it be correct, for all (k,R.) with 1 $; k $; R.,

k + R. $; 2N (see subsection 4.1.1):

(13) r£(~,R.) = k should imply

as well as

r£(~,R.+I)

r£(~+I,R.)

k

<: k •

In chapter 4, formula (13) is a consequence of theorems 4.1 and 4.2

provided that £-1 is of the order of magnitude of the maximal condition

number of all Hankel b locks ~ R. wi th 1 $; k $; R., k + R. $; 2N and,
r(~,R.) = k. When nothing is known concerning the magnitude of £, for-

mula (13) does not hold.

3. If the magnitude of the elements of {s.}~ 1 varies much, one might scale
~ ~=

{si}~=1 and pose the problem for the scaled impulse response. 0
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We do not use the Euclidean matrix norm but the Hankel norm

(14) 11I~+1 ~llIoo = max Is.l.
, I~i~k+~ 1

We recall that, given a > 0 and ~+I,~'

and that, for some E > 0,

P(~+I,t'0)(=P)is E-stable if and only if

YP+I(~+I,~) < a ~ Yp(~+I,~) - E.

The critical values Yi(~+I,~) are defined by

il,

(I ~ i s; k + I).

Lemma 3.

Let 0> 0 and let ~+I,~ be some Hankel block with 1 S k s.t, k+~ S

Then

2N.

o

So, p(*,*) has, with respect to extension of the Hankel block by rows or

columns, the same properties as the rank. The lemma also holds in another

norm, but then it has no practical significance. If, for instance, III .111
2

is

used as norm, then we have

p(~,~,OI) = k implies p(~,~+I,OI) = k •

However,
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Let the algorithm of chapter 4 be modified as follows.

{determine k,R. such that I :s k :s R., k + R. :s 2N and

p(~,R.'o) = P(~+l,R.'o) = k};

2 m:= k + R.;

3 while m < 2 * N~

4 begin R. := R. + I; m := m + I; {decompose ~+I,R.};

5 k + I do

6 begin k := k + I; m := m + I; {decompose ~+I,R.} ~

7 end

Let us suppose that P(~+I,R.'o) can be determined from the decomposition of

~+l,£ for all (k,R.) satisfying l:s k::;; R. and k+1.:s 2N.

From the definition of r N and the supposition that r N :s N we obtain

p(Hr +1 2N-r ,0) = r N •
N' N

Let R. be the smallest integer such that P(RI .,0) = I. Since P(R
I

.0)=1,
,~ ,rN

we have R. s r N• Let k be the smallest integer such that P(~+I,R.'o)

= p(~,R.'o) = k (k exists and k :s R.). We have k s R. s r N and thus

k + R. s 2rN s 2N. Renee, we can determine an initial pair (k,R.) such that

( 15) P(~ R.' 0) = P(li. +I R.' 0) = k and k :s R., k + 1. s 2N •
, K ,

The finiteness of the computational process is proved similarly as in 3.1.

Let us suppose that just before the execution of the while-statement in

line 5 we have a pair (k,R.) such that

kandks R., k+1. s 2N.

From lemma 3 we obtain that then
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P(~+I ~.O) ~ k •
•

If P(~+I.~'o) = k. then (15) holds after the execution of the while

statement in line 5.

If p(Hk+I.~'O) = k+ I. then obviously k+ I $ r N•

Since P(~+I.~_l'o) < P(~+I.~'o) we also have ~ $ r N•

Hence. after k := k + I (line 6) it holds that

p(~ ~.o) = k with k $ ~ $ r N •
•

It is easily seen that hereafter this relation cannot be changed by the

while-statement in line 5. Hence. (IS) holds after the execution.

Formula (IS) holds just before the execution of line 3.

If m = k + ~ 2N. then (15) holds at the end of the computational process.

If m = k+~ < 2N. then ~:= ~ + I (line 4) and. thus. k <~. k+~ $ 2N.

Because of (15) we have just before the execution of line 5

From the preceding paragraph it follows that (15) holds just before line 7.

Consequently. (IS) is an invariant relation for the while-statement in line

3. Hence. at the end of the computational process we have a pair (k.~) such

that (15) holds with k + ~ = 2N.
~ k+1

It follows that {si}i=1 exists such that

Secondly. it follows that for all Hankel blocks ~+I.~

{~ }2N d' . 1si i=1 a m~ts a part~a

to {s.}~ I such that the
~ ~=

ization of order k.

minimal realization of order k and may be extended

infinite sequence admits a complete minimal real-

2NBecause in a a-neighbourhood of {si}i=1 no sequence occurs that admits a

minimal realization of lower order than k. we must have r N = k.
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In chapter 2 we argued that it is advisable to determine not only the value

of P(Hk+J,~'o) but also whether P(~+I,~'o) is £-stable for some £ > O.

When finally, P(~+l,~,o) is £-stable, then an increase of 0 with £ will

supply the same r N• If P(~+l,t'o) is not £-stable then an increase of 0

with £ will supply a smaller r N (we would prefer the £-stable rank were it

not that lemma 3 does not apply for the £-stable rank).

The detennination of P(~+I t'o).,

Let £ > 0 (£ = !o say).

Whenever P(~+I,t'o) is determined, it holds that p(~,~,o) k.

Because P(~+l,t'o) ~ k (lemma 3) we have

in which case p(*,*) is £-stable when 0 + £ s Yk+I(~+I,~)' or

in which case p(*,*) is £-stable when 0 +£S Yk(~+I,t)'

Consequently, first of all from the decomposition of Hk+1,t a lower bound

for Yk+1(~+I,t) is determined. Then, if it cannot be decided what p(*,*)

is, also an upper bound for Yk+I(~+I,t) is determined as well as a lower

bound forYk(~+I,t)' Because Yk(~,t) S Yk(~+I,t) (lemma 3) a lower bound

for Yk(~+I,t) is already available. If even then it cannot be decided what

p(*,*) is, the algorithm has failed.

The determination of Yk+1(~+1,~)'

We have to know in which neighbourhood of ~+1,~ a Hanket block of lower

rank occurs and in which neighbourhood of ~+I,t all Hankel blocks have the

same rank as ~+I,t'
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Theorem 4.

Let Hk+I • .Q, be a Hankel block (k+ I ~ .Q,).

nearest Hankel block to ~+I • .Q, such that

Let in the III.IIIZ norm H~+I • .Q,

*r (Hk 1 ) < k + I. Then+ • .Q,

be the

(16) *III Hk+I • .Q, - Hk+I • .Q,llIz

where X is the .Q, x (.Q,+k) matrix. derived from the vector x:

o
(17) X

o
In addition. if Hk+I,.Q,

(16), then

*(s. . I)' ., Ii+ 1, 01.+J- 1.,] -1< Yv
*(s. . I)' . and x minimizes
1.+J- 1.,J

(18)

Proof.

If r(~+I,.Q,) < k+ I, the theorem is trivial. So, suppose that

r (Hk+1 0) = k + 1. Let x E JRk+ I be non-zero and let Ii be a Hankel block
,Yv T ~ -1<+I • .Q,

such that x Hk I = OT (such a Hankel block does exist; its rank is+ ,.Q,
necessarily less than k + I).

Let Fk+I,.Q, := (fi+j-I)i.j := Hk+I,.Q, - ~+I,.Q,'
We have

T
x Fk+I,.Q,

Hence,

(19) Xf = Xs ,

T T
where X is defined by (17), f = (fl, •••• fk+.Q,) • s = (sl ••••• sk+.Q,) •

Considering (19) as a system of linear equations in f, the solution of (19)

having minimal Euclidean length is given by

(ZO) f
+X Xs x •
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. , ., f' ( ) k+ I I'
M~n~m~z~ng ~n ZO over all non-zero x € ~ supp ~es

Hankel block I\+I.JI. with r(I\+J.JI.) < k+ I.
The assertions (16) and (18) are now easily obtained.

the nearest

o

Note that s* is obtained by projecting s on the orthogonal complement of

the row space of X (the kernel of X).

Corollary.

If k + I = JI.. then

*
(ZI) 1II~+I.k+1 - ~+I.k+llIIz :> Clk+I(~+I.k+l)

~.

~+I.k+J has an eigenvector x and corresponding eigenvalue A such that

IAI = Clk+I(~+1 k+I)'•Employing (16) it shows that

where X is the (k+l) x (2k+l) matrix).

X· o
~+I

..
o

• ~+I

. + T T -I + Z T T-I
S~nce X has full row rank. we have X = X (XX) and II X x liZ = x (XX) x.

The matrix xxT is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix. i.e. there exist constants

~i (0 :> i :> k) such that

T
(XX ). • = ~ I' . I (I :> i :> k + I; I :> j :> k + I) •

~.J ~-J

Hence. if PI is the (k+l) x (k+l) permutation matrix such that

(1 •••••k.k+I)Pl = (k+l.k••••• I)

then
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If Pz is the (Zk+l) x (Zk+l) permutation matrix such that

(1 ••••• Zk,Zk+l)PZ = (Zk+I,Zk, ••• ,I)

then

We have

and

o
~+I

o

i+x is the solution of Xy = x with minimal length.

y = ek+1 is a solution of Xy = x.

Therefore,

and the assertion follows.

Remark.

*If k+ I'" t, then, as can be shown by examples, IIIHk+l •t - ~+I,tIllZ may be

greater than crk+I(~+I,t)'

We return to the determination of a lower and an upper bound for the crit

ical value Yk+I(Hk+\ t)' Let us suppose that r(~+\ t) = k+ J., .
*Let ~+I.t be defined as in theorem 4 and let Hk+\,t be the Hankel block

wi th lower rank in the III • ilL norm. We have

Hence, (16) provides a possibility to give upper bounds for Yk+\(~+I,t)'

o

o
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Let Hk+I ,£ be a Hankel block. We have for all 6~+I,£

Because II. 112 ~ v"k+T1I1 .1112 ~ l(k+l) (kH) III • III",it follows that for all 6~+I,£

cr (H )
_

k-:;:+~I::::;k:;+;::l,~i/,:;. I . ( + 6R )~mp ~es r Hk 1 i/, -k 1 i/,
l(k+l) (k+i/,) + , + ,

k + I •

So, the right-hand side of (22) provides a lower bound for Yk+1(Hk+1,i/,)'

Let Hk+1,£ have a decomposition

(23) ~+l,k+l ~+l ,i/, P = l\+l,i/,'

where ~+I,k+l is orthogonal, P is a permutation matrix and l\+I,i/, has

upper trapezoidal form with non-zero diagonal.

It follows from (22) that a lower bound for Yk+l(~+l,i/,) may be obtained by

computing a lower bound for crk+1(l\+l,i/,) = crk+l(~+l,£) (see chapter 2).

When k+ I £, (21) shows that an upper bound for Yk+l(~+l,i/,) may be ob

tained by computing an upper bound for crk+I(l\+I,i/,) (see chapter 2).

When k + 1 '" £, an upper bound for Yk+1(~+l,i/,) has to be found in another

way. This is done as follows. Taking for x the last row of }\+1 k+l' ac-
+ '

cording to theorem 4 an upper bound for Yk+1(Hk+I,i/,) is: II X Hi/"k+l x1l2;

we expect this to be quite a realistic upper bound (Hi/"k+l x is equal to

the last row of ~+l,i/,; it is this row that determines whether ~+l,i/, is

close to a singular matrix). This technique is also applicable if k+ I = i/,.

Remark.

Once more we point out that the algorithm fails whenever for some pair

(k,i/,) it cannot be decided what the value of P(Hk+1,!/"o) is.

given.

such that

(s. - S. )2)~ is
~ ~

response {S.}~ 1
1 ~=

order rand (.r
~=I

{s.}~ I admits a minimal realization of
~ ~=

minimal.

5.2.2.

Let {s.}~ 1 and two natural numbers (r,m) with 2r < m be
1 ~=

We study the problem to find an impulse
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We consider the associated Hankel block HI' Let H +1 m-r be ther+ ,m-r r,
Hankel block that is the nearest to H I in the ill .lII

z
norm satisfyingr+ ,m-r

- Z
r(Hr+I,m_r) < r+ I. (So,IIIHr+1,m-r-Hr+I,m-rlllz

m

L
i=1

- Z(s.-s.) ).
1. 1.

r, then the problem is
- m

{si}i=1 admits a

If we can determine H and if r(H ) =r+I,m-r _ r,m-r
solved, because r(H ) = r(H 1 ) = r implies thatr,m-r r+ ,m-r
partial minimal realization of order r (theorem 0.9).

According to theorem 4 we have

IIiH - H IIi
Z

r+ 1,m-r r+ I,m-r Z
min g(x) ,

XE lRk+\{O}

+ Zwhere g(x) = IIx XsllZ
in the theorem. If x

sTXT(XXT)-IXs and where the matrix X is defined as
- - +-denotes the optimal x, then s = (I - (X) X)s.

g(x) is a known differentiable function of x.

We have

-T
'i7g (x) = ZH I u ,r+ ,m-r

where H is a Hankel block associated with 5 := (I - X+X)s and u= (x+)Ts •
*,*

Applying one of the many minimization procedures available in the litera

ture, a good choice of the starting vector Xo (preferably chosen to be the

last row of ~+I k+1 in a decomposition as (Z4) will supply the optimal i.
t,... ,... row

If the last component of x is non-zero then r(Hr,m_r) = r(Hr+1,m-r) = rand

the problem is solved.

If the last component of x is zero then r(H ) = r - 1 and r(H +1 ) = r._ r,m-r r ,m-r
Let t+ I be the first row of H that is linearly dependent on the fore-

r,m-r
going rows. We have

t •

It easily follows that then

r(Ht+I,m_r+l) = t+ 1
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Consequently. whatever choice is made for sm+l ••••• s2m-2r+l. it holds that

(independent of the particular value of t)

rcli 1 l)=m-r+l.m-r+ .m-r+

We therefore advise. in case the last component of x is zero. to take

either a lower value of r or a higher value of m.

Remarks.

I. The obtained s depends

given impulse response

with r < nand 2n ~ m.

on the value of m. even if it is known that the

{s.}~ 1 admits a minimal realization of order n
1. 1.=

This can be shown by examples.

~ 2
(s.-s.)

1. 1.

m
L

i=lWe shall not investigate the behavior of ';;"'~-m--2-- as m approaches

L s.
i=1 1.

infinity. We expect that this quantity. whether {s.}~ 1 is the impulse
1. 1.=

response of an asymptotically stable or unstable system. tends to a

finite limit.

2. It requires further investigation to see how the methods of this chapter

generalize to systems with multiple input and output terminals.

3. In [3]. Zeiger and McEwen propose a method to compute approximate linear

realizations of given dimension via a singular value decomposition of

the Hankel block H • Suppose this decomposition is
n.n

H
n.n

with U and V orthogonal. E a diagonal matrix with the singular values of

H as diagonal elements.n.n
Replacing E by E' that is obtained by setting the (n-r) smaller diagonal

elements of E to zero. the matrix U E' VT is a matrix of rank r that is

as close as possible to Hn•n in the II • 11 2 norm or the II • I~ norm.

Pretending that U E' vT is a Hankel matrix (which it is not). a minimal

realization triple of order r is constructed that is expected to have an

impulse response close to the given one.
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4. In [1], Applevich attacks the approximation problem from a different

angle. Although his results may be of theoretical interest, the proposed

algorithm has no practical significance.
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SAMENVATTING

Een constant lineair discreet dynamisch systeem is een (fysische) entiteit

die signalen ontvangt en uitzendt. De uitgaande signalen zijn afhankelijk

van de toestand waarin het systeem verkeert en van de binnenkomende signa

len. Een dergelijk systeem wordt beschreven door de differentieverge1ij

kingen

JX(t+l) = ~(t) + bu(t)

h(t) = c x(t) •

De parameter t (de tijd) neemt waarden aan uit de verzameling

{•••• -I.a.I •••• }. De vector x(t) bepaalt de toestand van het systeem ten

tijde t. De parameter u(t) representeert het op de tijd t binnenkomende

signaal en de parameter y(t) het op de tijd t uitgaande signaa1.

A is een constante matrix; b en c zijn constante vectoren (in principe kun

nen meerdere signalen tegelijkertijd binnenkomen en uitgezonden worden; in

dat geval zijn u(t) en y(t) vectoren. en b en c matrices; deze mogelijkheid

wordt in dit proefschrift buiten beschouwing gelaten).

Als op een tijdstip t = to een impuls ontvangen wordt (dus u(t) 0 voor

t # to en u(tO) = I). terwijl het systeem in rust is (dus x(tO) 0). dan

worden de volgende signalen uitgezonden:

y(to+ I)
T T T 2

c b. Y(to + 2) = c Ab. Y(to + 3) = cAb••••

T i-I '"De rij ~c A b}i=l wordt de impuls responsie genoemd.

Het realisatieprobleem is nu om bij gegeven impuls responsie een triple

(A.b.c) te bepalen dat in staat is de gegeven impuls responsie te genereren.

zodanig dat A een matrix is van zo klein mogelijke afmetingen. Zo'n triple

(A.b.c) heet een minimale realisatie. Dit probleem is klassiek zij het in

andere formuleringen. bijvoorbee1d:
T Tals de getallen c b.c Ab •••• gegeven zijn. bepaa1 dan de eigenwaarden van de

matrix A. De k1assieke a1gorithmen waarmee dit prob1eem kan worden opge10st

k 11 '1 " {T i-I b}'" .e" , k' b' 1wer en a een voor spec~a e r~Jen c A i=1 o~ z~Jn numer~e ~nsta ~e •
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In 1965 is de eerste algorithme gepubliceerd waarmee het realisatieprobleem

in de algemene formulering (meer-dimensionale ingang en uitgang) kan worden

opgelost (Ro, Kalman). Omstreeks dezelfde tijd zijn onafhankelijk hiervan

door Silverman en Youla verwante algorithmen gepubliceerd.

Rissanen heeft in 1971 een algorithme voorgesteld waarmee het realisatie

probleem, indien het een oplossing heeft, recursief wordt opgelost. De al

gorithme berekent partiele minimale realisaties van opeenvolgende, steeds

groter wordende, eindige stukken van de impuls responsie. ledere nieuwe par

tiele realisatie kan met weinig moeite uit de voorafgaande berekend worden.

Uiteindelijk wordt een partiele minimale realisatie verkregen die tevens een

volledige minimale realisatie is.

Ret voordeel van een recursieve algorithme is dat daarmee het partiele rea

lisatieprobleem (slechts een eindig stuk van de impuls responsie is gegeven)

kan worden opgelost en dat hij gebruikt kan worden als de impuls responsie

ruis bevat.

Ret nadeel van de algorithme van Rissanen is dat hij numeriek instabiel is.

Ret is onmogelijk om bovengrenzen te geven voor de doorwerking van afrond

fouten. In dit proefschrift wordt een variant op de algorithme van Rissanen

besproken die weI numeriek stabiel is.

Daartoe wordt allereerst in de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 ingegaan op de begrippen

numerieke stabiliteit en numerieke rang. Er wordt gepoogd een formele defi

nitie van deze begrippen te geven.

Vervolgens worden in hoofdstuk 3 een aantal recursieve algorithmen onder

zocht, die numeriek instabiel blijken te zijn. De redenen hiervoor worden

opgespoord en leiden tot een nieuwe realisatie-algorithme (hoofdstuk 4) die

numeriek stabiel is.

Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 5 aandacht besteed aan de meer met de praktijk

overeenkomende situatie dat de gegeven impuls responsie meetruis bevat.

In het proefschrift worden aIleen systemen met een ingang en een uitgang

beschouwd. Roewel systemen met meerdere in- en uitgangen zeker niet triviale

generalisaties hiervan zijn, menen we dat de verschafte informatie voldoende

is voor het construeren van een numeriek stabiele algorithme voor het alge

mene geval.
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STELLINGEN

I

Een ne graads polynoom P(x) en al zlJn genormaliseerde afgeleiden p(i)(x)/i:

(I ~ i ~ n) kunnen worden berekend in

n + I
2n + [-2-J - 2

vermenigvuldigingen/delingen.

Opmerking : Horners algorithme heeft !n(n+l) vermenigvuldigingen nodig.
Shaw/Traub : het kan in 3n-2 vermenigvuldigingen/delingen.
van Leeuwen: het kan in 3n-3 vermenigvuldigingen/delingen.

Literatuur: Traub. J.F. and M. Shaw. On the number of multiplications for
the evaluation of a polynomial and some of its derivatives.
J. ACM. 21 (1974). 161-167.
Leeuwen.~. van. Het berekenen van een polynoom en al zijn afge
leiden met weinig vermenigvuldigingen. Voordracht lIe Ned. Math.
Congr •• Utrecht. 1975.

II

Indien het minimax probleem

min II Ax -b II
x

wordt opgelost door het Simplex algorithme toe te passen op het lineaire

programmeringsprobleem

maximaliseer f m (bT._bT)w onder de nevencondities:

w ~ 0 •

o

o
I

T
(e = (1 ••••• 1» •

dan is het essentieel voor het vermijden van "cycling" dat aan de actuele

basis steeds~ kolom wordt toegevoegd die de objectfunctie f maximaal doet

toenemen.

Literatuur: Osborne. M.R. and G.A. Watson. On the best linear Chebyshev
approximation. Compo J. 10 (1968). 172-177.
de Jong. L.S •• Discrete iTnear Chebyshev approximation.
Eindhoven. Univ. Techn•• TH-Rep. 72-WSK-02. 1972.



III

Stel n en N zijn natuurlijke getallen en V is de verzameling

We beschouwen een afbeelding F: V ~ m die gedefinieerd is door

F(C_N•• ... CN) = I
k=-oo
k;&O

N

II l:
i=-N

C. A.- • II •
1. -K-1.

Hierbij zijn de ,\'s bekende n x n matrices (-~ < k < ~) en we veronder-

Indien F beperkt wordt tot de deelverzameling van V waarvoor

dan neemt F op

dat AD = I en da t I
k=....
k;&O N

l: Ci A_ i =1.
i=-N

die verzameling een minimum aan. In het minimum geldt

stellen

N

I
i=-N

C. A . = 0
1. -K-1.

(k=-N••••• -I.I •••••N)

(II • II is een matrixnorm waarvoor geldt II I II = I).

IV

Het berekenen van een product van een groot aantal vlakke rotatiematrices

in een strikte volgorde door gebruik te maken van recurrente betrekkingen

die bestaan tussen de elementen van de productmatrix. weegt qua efficientie

niet op tegen het rechtstreeks uitrekenen van de productmatrix indien daar

bij gebruik gemaakt wordt van de versnellingstechnieken van Gentleman en

Hammerling.

Literatuur: Gill, P.E •• G.H. Golub. W. Murray and M.A. Saunders. Methods
for modifying matrix factorizations. Math. Compo 28 (1974).
505-535.
Gentleman. W•• Least squares computations by Givens transforma
tions without square roots. J. Inst. Math. Appl. ~ (1973).
329-336.
Hammerling. S•• A note on modifications to the Givens plane
rotation. J. Inst. Math. Appl. 11 (1974). 215-218.



v

Stel P(z) = aoz
n

+ ••• +a IZ +a waarbij lao! = la I of O. De toegevoegdn- n _ n
complexe van een getal g noteren we door g.

* n- - -I - *Stel P (z) := z p(z ) en TP(z) := anP(z) - aOP (z).

Indien op de eenheidscirkel C
I

geldt dat TP(z) of 0, dan heeft TP(z) buiten

CI evenveel nulpunten als P(z).

VI

Stel Px (z)

Stel

Xo • . x

0 YO • . • Ynn

X = en Y

0 xI • x 0 YOn

o
E M 2 •n+I, n+1

Dan geldt

2n + I - graad (ggd(P • P ».
x Y

VII

Stel H is een reguliere n x n Hankel matrix

I :;; i :;; n, 1 :;; j :;; n).

Stel His een n x n Hankel matrix met r(H)

Dan is

(dus (H) .. = s .. 1 voor
l,J l+J-

2n-1
\ ( -)2.. 1< n en L. si -si mln1maa.

i=1

het kwadraat van een polynoom Q(z).

VIII

Zij gegeven de r1J {S.}~ 1 met S. EM.1 1= 1 p,q
We definieren veer alle k ~ I en ~ ~ I de gegeneraliseerde Hankel matrices



Stel het paar

(a.a) := min{(~.n) I rang(Hc ) = rang(Hc ' +0) voor i ~ 0, j ~ O}
~.n ~+~.n J

bestaat.

Indien (k.~) een paar is dat voldoet aan

en indien t voldoet aan

rang(~ ~) = rang(~+l ~) voor ~ ~ j < t. ,
en

dan volgt

(i) a ~ t

(ii) a ~ k + 2 (als t - ~ > 1) of a ~ k (als t - ~ s 1) •

(Dit proefschrift, stelling 0.9.)

IX

Voordat met de bouw van grote gebouwencomplexen wordt begonnen, dienen de

aerodynamische eigenschappen onderzocht te worden met het oog op het gemak

waarmee de gebouwen bereikt en gepasseerd kunnen worden door voetgangers en

fietsers.

X

Het naast elkaar voorkomen van de woorden kennis en macht in de leuze

" spreiding van kennis en macht" doet de gedachte opkomen dat het hebben van

macht iets anders is dan het hebben van kennis.

Eindhoven. 1 juli 1975 L.S. de Jong
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